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Abstract

Blade fatigue life is an important element in determining the economic viability of the Vertical-
Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT). A principal source of blade fatigue is thought to be the stochastic
(i.e., random) aerodynamic loads created by atmospheric turbulence. This report describes the
theoretical background of the VAWT Stochastic Aerodynamic Loads (VAWT-SAL) computer
code, whose purpose is to numerically simulate these random loads, given the rotor geometry,
operating conditions, and assumed turbulence properties. A Double-Multiple-StreamTube
(DMST) analysis is employed to model the rotor's aerodynamic response. The analysis includes
the effects of Reynolds number variations, different airfoil sections and chord lengths along the
blade span, and an empirical model for dynamic stall effects. The mean ambient wind is assumed
to have a shear profile which is described by either a power law or a logarithmic variation with
height above ground. Superimposed on this is a full 3-D field of turbulence: i.e., in addition to

random fluctuations in time, the turbulence is allowed to wiry randomly in planes perpendicular to
the mean wind. The influence of flow retardation on the convection of turbulence through the
turbine is also modeled. Calculations are presented for the VAWT 34-m Test Bed currently in
operation at Bushland, Texas. Predicted time histories of the loads, as well as their Fourier spectra,
are presented and discussed. Particular emphasis is placed on the differences between so-called

• "steady-state" (mean wind only) predictions, and those produced with turbulence present.
Somewhat surprisingly, turbulence is found to be capable of either increasing or decreasing the

, average output power, depending on the turbine's tip-speed ratio. A heuristic explanation for such
behavior is postulated, and a simple formula is derived for predicting the magnitude of this effect
without the need for a full stochastic simulation.
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NOMENCLATURE

a interference factor; ratio of local to incoming wind speed

A projected area of the rotor in tile (y,z) plane, Eq. (5)

AM empirical constant iri Mass6 modification to Gormont model, Etl. (33)

' B number of blades

c blade chord length; also used as a dimensionless constant in Eqs. (67), (70)

C coherence decay coefficient, Eq. (53)

Ct., CD sectional lift and drag coefficients

Cp performance coefficient, P ( (1/2) p V_qA )

CN, C T sectional normal and tangential force coefficients

[ frequency

f'(a) iteration function defined by Eq. (37)

Fx x-component of force exerted on a streamtube

F (a), G (a) functions defined by DMST analysis, Eqs. (27) and (28)

11 spectral influence matrix, Eqs. (55)-(56)

i integer index used to delineate time and/or azimuthal intervals, Eq. (2);
also used to represent

ir, ic integer indices referring to rows and columns, respectively, of the
turbulence simulation grid, Fig. 3; ir= I, ..-Nve,.and ic = 1, ..31hor

irev integer index used to number revolutions within a sample, i_e_= I, ...Nr_

: integer index used to number samples within the ensemble, is,,,,,= 1 .Ns,,,,,_ s a l'l,l J • •

j, k integer indices used for rows and columns, respectively, of the matrices S
and H, Eqs. (54) and(56)

K 1 empirical coefficient in Gormont model, Eq. (29)

ls spanwise length of a blade element

n exponent (not necessarily integer) used to characterize local topography in
power law, Eq. (35)

N force normal to the blade section, Fig. 1

Nhor, Nve r number of horizontal, vertical elements in rectangular array of turbulence
simulation points, Fig. 3

Nbe number of blade elements defined by mx.le points, N,o,l e - 1
t

N,.od e number of blade node points at which aer(xtynamic loads are to be
computed, Nbe+ 1

o

Nt,t.,, number of turbulence simulation points, Nho,.x Nv_r,Fig. 3

Nran number of time points in the loading simulation for each sample, Nr_ x No



Nre v number of revolutions in a sample

Nsam number of samples ira the ensemble

Nturb number of discrete time points in turbulence simulation

N o number of 0 increments, or time intervals, in one revolution
+

p , p pressures on the up/downwind faces of actuators

P turbine output power

r radial coordinate from the rotor axis in a horizontal (x, y) plane .

R force directed radially inward from blade to axis of rotation; the horizontal
component of N, Fig. 1

R eq equatorial radius

R e Reynolds number, Wc/v

- s spanwise coordinate along the blade
U V

Sjk, Sjk cross-spectral density of u, v turbulence between points j and k;
Eqs. (51)-(52)

S t turbine power sensitivity to turbulence, Eq. (79)

S spectral density matrix, Eq. (54)

t time used to describe turbine motion, Eq. (2); also used for airfoil thickness
in Eq. (30)

tts time used in turbulence simulation, Eq. (66)

At time interval used for turbine motion, Eq. (1)

Atts time interval used in turbulence simulation, Eqs. (67) and (70)

T tangential force along path of rotation, Fig. 1

q torque

u, v, w turbulent velocity components along x, y, z respectively

V local mean wind speed

Veq ambient wind speed at equatorial height

Vref ambient wind speed at reference height, zref

W relative velocity sensed by a blade element, Eq. (17)

x, y, z Cartesian coordinate system, with x > 0 pointing upwind, Fig. 1

X diagonal matrix of white-noise inputs used in turbulence simulation,
Eq. (58)

zo a roughness height used to characterize topography, Eqs. (34) and (50) ,

2ref reference height at which wind speed is input



(;reek

otg geometric angle-of-attack, Eq. (18)

(Otref)L,D reference angle-of-attack used by Gormont model to transform CL and CD,
Eq. (29)

Otss steady-state stall angle

[3 azimuthal spacing between blades, 2_/B

" YL' ]lD empirical functions used by Gormont model to transform lift and drag,
Eqs. (29) and (30)

Yjk coherence between fluctuations at points j and k, Eq. (52)

8 blade inclination angle from vertical, Fig. 1

0 azimuthal angle in a horizontal (x, y) plane; 0 = 0 when looking into the
wind, and increases in a counter-clockwise direction

_., l.t exponents used to adjust decay of coherence withf and At', Eq. (53)

v air kinematic viscosity

cyu, o v rms turbulence intensities, Eq. (49)

p air density

(Pkq random phase of qthharmonic in turbulence simulation, Eq. (60)

reference tip-speed ratio, D.R,q/Vref

D rotor angular velocity

dimensionless spanwise integration variable along a blade element

Subscripts

oo refers to ambient, or freestream conditions ahead of the rotor

a 1, a2 refer to aerodynamic control points on a blade element, Fig. 2

b refers to a load integrated over the bth blade, b = 1, ...B

el refers to a load integrated over a blade element, el = 1, .. aVe,

m refers to the midpoint of a blade element, Fig. 2; also used as an integer
index in Eq. (60) to delineate discrete turbulence values

n refers to the nthblade node, Fig. 2, or the loading at that node, n = 1, .. 3V,oa_

q refers to qt_ harmonic in turbulence simulation

t refers to a load integrated over the whole turbine

• ts refers to quantity used in turbulence simulation

u, d refers to conditions at the upwind/downwind actuator, respectively
Q



Superscripts

G refers to airfoil characteristics as modified by Gormont dynanlic stall model

M refers to Mass6 modification to Gormont model predictions

S refers to steady-state two-dimensional airfoil characteristics

T transpose of a matrix

Miscellaneous

( ) time derivative

( ) time-averaged quantity

( )t_ ensemble-averaged quantity

( )s sample-averaged quantity
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1 INTRODUCTION

The past 10-15 years have witnessed a resurgence of interest in the Vertical-Axis Wind Turbine
(VAWT). The VAWT offers several advantages when compared to the more conventional
Horizontal-Axis (ttAWT) machines. The VAWT is inherently omnidirectional, and hence
obviates the need to provide a yawing mechanism for keeping the machine turned into the wind.

• The transmission and electrical generation eq.apment can be located at ground level, thus tending
toward a simpler, lighter structure. The VAWT is also better able to withstand high winds. In one
sense, the price paid for structural simplicity is aerodynamic complexity: VAWT aerodynamics is

" inherently unsteady, and highly nonlinear. However, the relatively recent development of several
methods capable of predicting steady-state performance has greatly increased our understanding
of VAWT aerodynamics.

Another factor that has come to play an important role in determining the econom'ic viability of
such machines is their expected lifetime. Turbine blades have been known to fail due to structural
fatigue after as little as 2-3 years, despite having been designed for a fatigue life many times that.
This has proven to be a problem for both HAWT and VAWT designs. The steady-state
performance codes on which these designs are based assume the ambient wind does not vary with
time. In the case of a VAWT, this means that each blade's angle-of-attack, and hence the
aerodynamic loads, will vary cyclically, with a period equal to a time span of one revolution. The
spectrum of such a load-time history consists of the fundamental frequency, f_, and its
harmonics_the so-called 'per rev' frequencies_with no excitation between them. However,
carefully resolved experimental load spectra show excitation at frequencies intermediate between
these frequencies, suggesting that random loads are being generated which destroy the periodicity.
The most likely source of these random, or stochastic, loads is turbulence in the atmosphere, which
is often neglected on the grounds that the effects of such random fluctuations will average out to
zero in the long run. The results to be presented here will show that this is not always the case.
Furthermore, blade fatigue is inherently a local phenomenon which is impacted by the blades' load
distribution with respect to both position and frequency.

Recent attempts to predict stochastic loads have included analyses in both the frequency and
time domains. Frequency domain analysis is predicated on being able to form the total system
response as a linear superposition of the response to individual harmonic components of the wind.
It is restricted to situations where the unsteady aerodynamic response is linear, and can be viewed
as a small perturbation of the otherwise steady aerodynamic loading. Such conditions can be
reasonably argued in the case of the HAWT, particularly if mean wind shear and tower wake
effects are neglected. A good example of frequency domain analysis applied to the ttAWT can be
found in Ref. [11. On the other hand, VAWT aerodynamics, even without turbulence present, is
characterized by large variations in angle-of-attack, often as much as + (20°-30"). The blades then
are operating in a stalled condition much of the time, and if the fluctuations are rapid enough, the
hysteresis phenomenon known as dynamic stall may occur. Such nonlinear phenomena require that
the simulation be carried out in the time domain. References [2], 13], and 14] are good examples of
this type of analysis.

• The present model is an extension of the earlier SWILT model developed by Veers[2]. New
features include the ability to accommodate different chord lengths and airfoil sections along the
blade span, the influence of Reynolds number variations in both space and time, and the inclusion

• el"an empirical model for dynamic stall behavior. References [5] and [61describe an earlier version
of the present model, which followed Veers[2] in using a simple 1-D turbulence simulation. This
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version also assumed that the interference factors (Sections 2 and 3.2 below) were independent of

azimuth. Both simplifications have now been relaxed. The model and results described here
employ a full 3-D turbulence simulation, using the method first outlined by Veers in Ref. [2], and
later described in more detail in Ref. [7 ]. The interference factors are also now allowed to vary with
azimuth as well as elevation. Though the principal motivation for the development of this model
was to provide inputs to structural analysis c_×tescapable of predicting fatigue, the discussion here
will focus more on the aerodynamic aspects. °

The next section describes the aerodynamic analysis used. Section 3 describes how this analysis
is applied to the prediction of the turbine's steady-state performance, i.e., its response to a steady, .
mean wind. Section 4 then discusses the simulation of a random, three-dimensional turbulence

field, and the stochastic loads that it generates. Numerical results are presented in Section 5 for the
34-m VAWT Test Bed operating in Amarillo, Texas. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions from
the predictions made thus far, and makes suggestions for future work.
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2 AERODYNAMIC MODEL

Two of the most successful approaches for predicting VAWT performance are the Double
Multiple-StreamTube (DMST) analysis, as typified by Ref. [8], [9], and [10], and the vortex
method, e.g., Ref. [ 11]. Comparisons of code predictions using both methods with experimental
data have appeared in the literature[ 12],[13]. The approximate DMST analysis is able to predict
the periodic loads and average output power about as well as the more refined vortex models. TheI +

latter can provide more details of the flow within the turbine than the DMST models, but consume
considerably more computer time. Since stochastic analyses in the time domain require long record

" lengths to reduce statistical scatter, the DMST method was chosen. The mode! used here most
closely resembles that developed by Paraschivoiu, and embodied in his CARDAA and
CAARDAV computer codes[8].

2.1 Rotor Geometry and Grid Definition

,k right-handed Cartesian (x, y, z) coordinate system is depicted with a schematic of the rotor in
Fig. 1. Its origin is at the intersection of the rotor axis with the ground. The positive x-axis points

f ®r
+__ Vd V_

[ ytS pl
/

A0

To Side

Figure 1. VAWT Rotor Geometry and Grid

into the oncoming wind, with the y-axis in the lateral direction; the z-axis points vertically up from
the ground. The rotor is assumed to operate at a constant angular velocity, _. In the horizontal
plane, the blades' path is divided into N0 equal increments, each of angular width

AO = (2rc)/N 0 = _2At, (1)

at which the loading i3 to be evaluated. Once f_ and No are specified, the above relation defines
both AOand At. The direction 0 = 0 is parallel to the positive x-axis, and 0 increases going counter-
clockwise. Thus,

0 = 0 0+/AO at t = iAt (2)

where we arbitrarily take 0o = -n/2 - A0/2. For reasons that will become clear in Section 3.3, No
' should be chosen to be a multiple of the number of blades, B.

In the side view shown in Fig. 1, the blade node points at which aerodynamic loads are to be
" calculated are shown schematically with a ".". A total of N_oa_such points are read in, typically

from a NASTRAN file, with an associated (r,, z_) coordinate pair for each point, n = / .... N,,od_.
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The nodal coordinates serve to define the blade shape; the same set of node points is used for ali B
blades. The span between adjacent node points will be referred to as a blade element; the nLh
element is bracketed by the n and n+ 1 node points, the count starting at the bottom of a blade and
going upward. There are a total of Nbe= N,,oae- l such elements. A blade element sweeps out a
horizontal slice through the turbine with each revolution. The intersection of each such slice with
the azimuthal sectors defined above delineates the set of 'Multiple StreamTubes' from which the
analysis derives its name. The passage of one such streamtube through the rotor is shown •
schematically in Fig. 1.

The node points do not need to be uniformly spaced, and in general will not be. ttowever, the
analysis does assume that the aerodynamic cross-section and the chord length, both of which are
specified by the user, are constant over each blade element. Designs employing step changes in
section and/or chord along the span can still be accommodated by placing a node point wherever
such a change occurs. In this way, the section properties and chord for the elements on either side
of the discontinuity remain uniform.

A magnified view of a single blade element is shown in Fig. 2. For the purposes of the iterations

(rh+l, Zn+l)

(ra_ node points

aerodynamic control _x_ /-

points (ras, Zal)_ /
(rn.zn)

Figure 2. Magnified View of the n_ Blade Element

described in Section 3.2, we need the coordinates of the midpoint, which are calculated from"

rm = (rh + rh+ 1)/2

zm = (zn +zn+ 1)12 n = 1, ...Nbc (3)

Also required for the analysis are the inclination angle from the vertical, 6 (cf. Fig. 1),

6= tan-l(rn-r"+llzn+ 1 -- Zn ' (4)

and the cross-sectional area, A, that the turbine presents to the oncoming wind:

gmax

A = 2 I rdz (5)
Z frlul

o

where z_,, and z,,_ are the heights of the lowest and highest nodes, respectively. The integral is
approximated from the set of (r,, zr,) coordinates using the trapezoidal rule.

14



2.2 DMST Analysis

The loading on a blade element depends on the local relative velocity, which is the resultant of
the local wind speed, V, and the rotational motion, Dr. But V depends on how much the turbine has
retarded the ambient wind, which in turn is a function of the blade load. To break fllis circular cycle
of dependence, Double-Multiple-StreamTube (DMST) analysis uses a combination of actuator

• disc and blade element theories. As depicted in Fig. 1, each streamtube intersects the blades' path
twice, once on the upwind pass, and again on the downwind pass. At these intersections we
imagine the turbine replaced by a tandem pair of actuator discs, upon which the flow may exert a
force--hence the 'Double' modifier in the method's name.

Consider for the moment just the upwind actuator. As shown in Fig. 1, the flow velocity far
upstream is V=. How this is determined will be discussed in Section 3.1, but for now we will
assume it is given. The local wind speed at the actuator is denoted by V,,, and that far downstream
(the "equilibrium" value) is Ve. Since the turbine is extracting energy from the wind, it follows that
Ve < V,, < V=. The actuator can sustain a pressure difference across it, and hence has the following
streamwise force exerted on it by the fluid:

AFx,, = (P_ - P-u)AA (6)

where p+_and p_,are the pressures on the up/downwind faces of the actuator, respectively, and AA
is the streamtube area.

By applying Bernoulli's equation between the far upstream station and the actuator, and
between the actuator and the downstream equilibrium conditions, we get:

1 2 _-
1 V2+ : +p_p=  pv.

(7)

l pV_+P: : _lpv_ +po,,

Using these to substitute for p+_and p_, in Eq. (6) yields:

1
(v2 _ 2

AFx, u = -_p Ve) AA . (8)

By Newton's Law, AF,, must also equal the mass flux through the actuator times the net
velocity change:

AF_,,, = (pV,AA) (V._- Ve) (9)

Equating (8) and (9) gives

1
Vu = 5 (V_+ V_) or, Ve = 2V u- V_ (10)

This is the well-known result that the velocity at the actuator is the average of the far upstream andp

downstream values. Using Eq. (10) in (9), and noting that (neglecting streamtube divergence)
AA = Az rA0cos0, we obtain"

AFx. . = 2prAOAzcosOV. (V - Vu) (11)

15



Equation (1 1) represents the force on the actuator in terms of global velocity changes. Next, we
look 'inside' the actuator and recognize that it is a rotating blade element which is responsible tbr
the loads. We need to relate the streamwise force it experiences to the airfoil's tabulated
aerodynamic ch_uacteristics. From simple analytic geometry (cf. Fig. 1), one can write !le
instantaneous streamwise force on the element as:

AFx = AFucos_Scos0 + AF./.sin0 (12) ,

where AFN and AF.r are the normal and tangential components, respectively, of the incremental
force. In terms of the sectional force coefficients,

AFN AFT
CN = C T = , (13)

(1/2) pW2AAt, (1/2) oW2AAb

where AAf, = cAz/cos_5is the incremental blade element area, and W is the relative velocity sensed
by the element; the latter will be defined shortly. For the upwind actuator, this becomes:

1 z cAz
AEg, u = _pWu_ [CNCOS_SCOS0+ CTsin0] (14)

This equation is for the instantaneous force experienced while a blade element is between
0 + (A0)/2; when no blade is present the force is zero. For a rotor with B identical blades, a given
strearntube during one revolution will feel B such 'blips', each of duration A0/f2, with an amplitude
given by the right-hand side of Eq. (14). Time-averaging such a variation results in an additional
multiplicative factor of (BAO/2x):

2 BA0 cAz
AEg, u = PWu(--_) (70-_) [CNCOSScosO+CwsinO] . (15)

Assuming the blade chord is tangent to the path of rotation, the unknown coefficients Co and C_.

are related to the more usual lift and drag coefficients, and the geometric angle-of-attack, otg,
through:

C N = CLCOSO_g+ CDSinOtg
(16)

C T - CEsinOtg- CDCOSO_g

Cc and Co can be determined on a quasi-steady basis by interpolation in tables of two-

dimensional _irfoil characteristics as functions of otgand Re = Wc/v [14]. For the general case with
turbulence present, W and c_gare given by:

W = { [_r- (V+ u) sinO- vcosO_ z+ [ (V+ u) cosO-vsinO]2cos26} (17)

o_ tan- 1 { [ (V + u) coso- vsinO] cos$= f2r- (V + u) sin0 - vcos0 } (18)

where the turbulence components, (u, v), will be discussed in Section 4; for the present discussion,
they may be assumed to be zero. Equations (17) and (18) are written here without the subscript 'u'
because they apply at either actuator location. When Eq. (18) is rewritten in nondimensional form, "

it becomes clear that Otgis largely determined by the local dimensionless speed ratio (f2r/V). If one
assumes that the principal 0 dependence arises from the terms explicitly involving coso and sin6,

16



it can be shown that in the limit (£2r)/V >>1, the maximum/minimum excursions in otg are
approximately given by (o_),,,_ = -(o_g)mi,= tan-l(D.r/V) -I = (D.r/V)1 rad. As will be seen in
Section 5, this turns out to be a better approximation for (otg),,_, which occurs on the upwind blade
passage, than for (o_8)mi., which occurs on the downwind blade passage. The reason is that such a
simplified analysis neglects the fact that V also depends on 0.

Once V,, is specified, Eqs. (17) - (18) define W,, and otg, and hence CN and C.r. Thus Eqs. (11)
• and (15) represent a pair of equations in the two unknowns V. and AFx,u; the latter is easily

eliminated. By introducing the upstream interference factor 1,

" V
u (19)

au-Vo ° ,

we obtain the following equation for a,,:

Bc CNCOS0 +C a_ = au (1 -au) coso (20)8r_r rcosSJ

If the assumption is made that a,, depends on z, but can be treated as independent of 0, the above
equation can be integrated from 0 = -n/2 to n/2, and results in Eqs. (11)-(12) of Ref. [6]. In this
case a single iteration process is sufficient to determine aL,in each horizontal slice during the
upwind blade passage; the resulting a,, applies to each streamtube in that slice. The analysis has
since been generalized so that a,, can vary with both z and 0, i.e., a different a,, applies in each
streamtube. Equation (20) then can be manipulated into the following form'

1

au = 1 +Gu(au) (21)

where the function G_(a_) is understood to depend implicitly on z and 0, and is given by:

I sin0] (Wu] 2
_ Bc CNCOS0+ (22)

Gu (au) 8nrcos0 Crc_ _ '

Equations (21) and (22) apply only to the upwind actuator in each streamtube, -n/2 <_.0 < n/2.
a,, can be found by iteration (cf. Section 3.2 below), and then the equilibrium wind speed far
downstream of the upwind actuator is determined by Eq. (10). This serves as the incoming wind
sensed by the downwind actuator (Fig. 1), for which an analysis paralleling that described above
can be carried out. Analogous to Eq. (10), one obtains for the local wind speed at the downwind
actuator, Va:

1
Va = _(V e+V_) or, Vw = 2V a-V e . (23)

Defining a downwind interference factor by

Va

" aa -- Ve , (24)

9"

1Thereader is cautionedthat the literaturesometimesrefers to this as the inductionfactor. Also, some investigators
prefer to work with the interferencefactordefinedas 1 - Vu/ _.
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the equation which ad must satisfy is

1

ad = l +Ga(ad) ' (25)

where •

Gd(aa) - 8rcrcos0 Cuc°s0+CTc--0_ (26) "

Equations (25) and (26) apply to the downwind actuators, td2 _<0 <3_/2.

By making use of absolute values, the governing equations for both the upwind and downwind
interference factors may be written in a common form:

1

a",a = l +Gu, a(a.,d) -=F(a.,a) , (27)

where

Gu, d(a,,,a) = CNcosO+C.r_J k.V,, a . (28)

The double subscripts 'u,d' indicate the equations' applicability to either the up- or downwind
actuator, as determined by 0. Equations (27) and (28) are the main results of this section. The

primary difference between these results and Eqs. (11)-(12) of Ref. [6] is the absence of an integral
over 0 in the above. This is because the present equations are solved anew for each streamtube,
rather than averaging over ali the streamtubes in a given horizontal slice. The iteration procedure
used to accomplish this will be discussed in Section 3.2.

2.3 Dynamic Stall Model

The use of static (i.e., steady) airfoil characteristics in Eq. (16) needs to be augmented for low
values of the reference tip-speed ratio, g - D.Req/V_ef. Equation (18) then predicts angles-of-attack
well beyond the static stall margin, and the hysteresis phenomenon known as dynamic stall comes
into play. This will most likely manifest itself first near the blade roots, where the local tip-speed
ratio, O-"/Vu,a, can be considerably less than X. Berg]15] and Paraschivoiu[10] demonstrated
improved agreement with turbine performance data by employing the empirical model proposed
by Gormont[ 16], and for this reason it has been incorporated in the present model. Only an outline
of the major elements of the Gormont model will be given here, for the sake of completeness. For
details and justification for the particular form of the empirical relations, the reader is advised to
consult Ref. [ 16].

Let otg denote the instantaneous geometric angle-of-attack, as predicted from lZq. (18). The
essence of the Gormont model is the transformation of this angle into a so-called reference angle- .,
of-attack, ot_e],given by:

li "_ (c_) sgn&g , (29)
(aref) L.D -- ag --K I_IL,D _(__
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where the subscripts L and D refer to the fact that a different 0%f is used for predicting the dynamic
lift and drag !. 6rg is the time derivative of ct,., which is approximated numerically by a first-order
backward difference between (xgand its value at the previous time step, Otota.K1 is an empirical
constant which takes on the value 1.0 for Ag > 0, and 0.5 when 6rg< 0. "_CJ.) is an empirical function
of the local Mach number, M, and the airfoil section's thickness-to-chord ratio, t/c, whose form
depends on whether the lift or drag is being transformed:

,lp

(Ml) L = 0.4 + 5(0.06- t) (M1)D = 0.2
ii

(M2)z. = 0.9 4 2.5 (0.06- t_) (M2) V = 0.7 + 2.5 (0.06- t)C C

(30)
(Y,n_x)L = 1.4-6(0.06- _t) (Y_,=) o = 1.0-2.5 (0.06 -t)C C

The transformed values of the lift and drag coefficients are then obtained from:

(; [ J (31)C L = (O_reft _ O_'L= 0) O_g

G S

C D = Co(otrero) (32)

The superscript "S" is used to denote the two-dimensional, steady-state airfoil characteristics. For
the present analysis, these are tab_flated for each airfoil section as functions of Re and ot (@
Sheldahl & Klimas[ 14]); bilinear interpolation is used to evaluate them for intermediate values.
The superscript "G" is used to denote the values modified according to the Gormont rule. o_c:o
represents the zero-lift angle-of-attack; the present analysis assames symmetrical airfoil sections,
and hence this quantity is zero.

Equations (29)-(32) introduce a dependence of the loading on both the magnitude and sign of

6rg, in addition to otg. In this way, they are able to empirically mimic the aiffoil's hysteresis
response. Specifically, when 6rg> 0, they have the effect of reducing the angle-of-attack at which
the data tables are entered--in effect, moving the airfoil further away from stall. Conversely, when

6_g< 0, the reference angle-of-attack is increased, i.e., the airfoil is moved closer to, or more deeply
into, stall. Equation (31) adjusts the effective lift-curve slope to that appropriate to o_r, .. l,et o_,,.
represent the static stall angle, by which we mean the angle below which the section lift

characteristics are strictly linear. Then if o_gand %,:f are both less than o_,.s,it follows thatG S
Ct. = Ct_;only if one or the other of these angles exceec]s o:,.,,will the lift be modified. In general,
the drag will be modified in any event.

Two caveats should be mentioned in connection with the use of the Gormont model, lt is very
important that the static lift characteristics be strictly linear below oq..,..Otherwise, use of the above

,G
transformations can lead to physically inappropriate discontinuities in CL vs. otg. lt is also

,,,,,

lGormont[ 161 refers to lift and moment stall, using the subscripts L and M. But his rule for transforming the drag

coincides with that for the moment, and in the, present application L and l) are more meaningful.
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necessary that Eqs. (29)-1'32) be used at all angles-of-attack, not simply for angles above as.,..c_
Failure to do, so can lead to spurious discontinuities in Ct_ as a function of 0_g.

2.4 Mass_ Modification

It should be kept in mind that the Gormont model was developed for helicopter blades, which
tend to be thinner, and experience smaller angle-of-attack variations, than typical VAWT blades.
In the present analysis it is being applied to thicker airfoils, and much wider excursions in angle-
of-attack, than those for which it was intended to be used. This has led to speculation that use of
the Gormont model may overestimate dynamic stall effects in VAWT applications. Berg[ 15] found
that a heuristic modification to the model suggested by MassE[ 17], which reduces its influence at
high o_'s, further improved the agreement with measured load data. The general form of this
modification is:

cM _ cS [ a MO_ss- O_ -] cG _ cS
L,D - L,D + g

AMOCss_Otss _ ( L,D L,D) O_g<-AMO_ss (33)

C M - C s > A MO_L, D - L, D Rg ss

where AM is an empirical constant chosen to give the best agreement with available data. This has
the effect of allowing the Gormont model to have its full impact at o_g= czss,i.e. CM = CG, L,D L,D. But
its effects are gradually mitigated at larger angles until, at Otg= AMOtss, static cha,,'acteristics are
recovered, C_D = Cs n" Static characteristics continue to be used for ali otg > A_s. MassE[ 17]
used the value AM - 1.8. However, Berg[ 15] found the best agreement with available 17-m VAWT
data was obtained with A M = 6.0. Equations (29) - (33), with AM = 6.0, are used here to obtain the
Ct. and Cn needed for Eq. (16).

It is recognized that such an ad hoc approach to dynamic stall modeling leaves much to be
desired. Studies are underway to obtain stall data for conditions more typical of VAWT
applications, e.g. Ref. [18]. It is hoped these efforts will lead to a more fundamental understanding
and improved analytical modeling of the phenomena.
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3 STEADY-STATE RESPONSE

The model first predicts the VAWT steady-state performance, i.e., tile periodic loads generated
by the steady mean wind, for two reasons. First, the steady-state loads provide a convenient
benchmark against which to compare the stochastic loads, so as to gauge the effects of turbulence.
Secondly, as discussed in Section 4, we will use the interference factors and Reynolds number
wu-iations predicted for the steady wind during the stochastic loads calculation, thus realizing a
great savings in execution time.

The next section describes how the mean wind is modeled. This is followed by a discussion of
how the interference factors a,d the periodic loads are calculated.

3.1 Mean Wind Shear

By definition, the mean a_; blent wind is assumed to be steady with respect to both time and
direction, lt can, however, va, y with height above the ground. Several empirical laws have been
proposed to describe this variation. Two of the most commonly used are the logarithmic law, and
the power law. The present model allows the user to specify either. The logarithmic variation is
given by:

Voo la( l+z )--zo
- (34)

Vref (Zref)

In l+--
Zo

where z,q is the height at which the reference wind speed, V,q, is specified, zo is the so-called
'roughness height', an empirically determined constant. Typical values for Zorange from 10 .2 to
8x 10.2m for relatively fiat, open country, to 1 to 10 m for an urban environment. Values for various
other types of terrain are given in Table 3.1 of Ref. [ 19].

The other choice available to the user is the power law variation:

Vo ° n
- (-E-z ) . (35)

Vref Zref

where in this case the local topography is characterized by the exponent, n. Typical values for n are
0.16 for fiat, open country, and 0.40 for urban areas. Guidelines for choosing n, and its relationship
to Zoin Eq. (34), are discussed in Chapter 3 of Ref. [19]. Ali the results discussed in this report were
generated using the power law variation.

3.2 Iterations for Interference Factors

Together, Eqs. (27) and (28) represent a nonlinear, transcendental equation for the unknown
a,,a, which must be solved anew in each streamtube using an iteration procedure. Successive
substitution had worked well for the case with a,,a independent of 015]-[6], so it was retained in
the generalized analysis. For iteration purposes, ali quantities are assumed to be constant over the

. blade element intersecting the streamtube, with geometric quantities evaluated at the element's
midpoint, (rra, zm) in Fig. 2. Within a given streamtube, the mean freestream wind, V_, is
determined by either Eq. (34) or (35) (cf. Section 3.1 above). An initial guess is made for a_
(usually 1.0), from which V,, follows by Eq. (19). Equations (17) and (18), with u = v = 0, are then

used to get W and o_g,and Fqs. (29)-(33) determine CL and Cn. The latter are used in Eq. (16) for
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CNand Ct, which are needed in the right-hand side of Eq. (28). Finally, Eq. (27) is used to compute
a new value of a,,, and the prcxzess is repeated to convergence. The iterations for aa arc done
subsequent to those for a,,. The procedure is completely analogous, except that now the
'freestream' wind is Ve as given by Eq. (10), and the local wind at the actuator is Va from F_xt. (24).
A suitable initial guess is aa = au.

Dropping the 'u,d' for the moment, the application of this iteration algorithm to Eq. (27) can be
written simply as l"

ai+ 1 = F (ai) . (36) ,

This method is known to converge provided IF'= (dF)/(da)l < 1 in the vicinity of the rcx)t we
seek (of. Hildebrandl20], pp. 567- 569). In the present application it failed to converge whenever
the root for a corresponded to a value of ots very near the value at the previous time step, Oto_a.The
reason for the lack of convergence was traced to the Gormont dynamic stall model. Gormont found

that switching the empirical constant K_ (see above) from 1.0 for >0 to 0..,,when I%1<0
greatly improved the agreement with experimental data. This results in a discontinuous change in
IF'l, from a small value when IOtgl< IO_otdltO a much larger value for Iotgl> Iaotdl. In the latter case,
it turned out that IF'I > 1, which was the source of the problem.

Accordingly, the method is augmented by another iteration scheme, the so-called method of
false position (Ref. [20], pp. 572- 573). If

f(a) - a - F (a) , (37)

then we seek the root such thatfla) = 0. Suppose we already have two iterates, ai and ai.t, with
corresponding values off given by _ and./_._.Then the next iterate is found from:

ai - ai- 1 .

ai+ l = ai- fi Zfi-; Ji • (38)

If fi and fi-i have opposite signs, i.e., if ai and a,-.l straddle the root we seek, this corresponds to
inverse linear interpolation between the last two iterates to estimate where the intersection off with
the horizontal axis occurs. Afterj_+l is calculated, whichever of the previous two guesses has anf
with the same sign is discarded, and Eq. (38) is applied again. This assures that the root remains
bracketed between iterates on opposite sides. Under these circumstances convergence is
guaranteed, regardless of the magnitude of IF'I. If this method is started with two iterates on the
same side of the root, Eq. (38) corresponds to extrapolation to the next guess, and convergence
cannot be guaranteed.

The code presently starts the iterations using successive substitution, Eq. (36). If, after four
iterations, convergence has not been reached, and, ](F, - Fi.Y(ai- ai./)] > 0.8, then the iterations arc
switched to the method of false position, Eq. (38). This worked even in those few cases where it
was necessary to start with iterates on the same side of the root. The convergence criterion used is
that the relative error between successive iterates of a be less than 10-4. For the calculations

presented in this report, the number of iterations required ranged from a minimum of 2-3 to a
maximum of 12. lt should be emphasized that this criterion reflects the desired nunzerical accuracy.
A low value was chosen to minimize the effects of cumulative numerical errors on the final

lln this section,i is u_d asan iterationcounter,andshouldnotbe confu_'w.xlwith the time inclexu._,clelsewherein the
report.
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integrated loads. The physical accuracy in the unsteady aerodynamic model is considerably less,
primarily due to the empiricisn_ in the Gornlont rachel for dynamic stall ((f. Sections 2.3 anti 2.4
above), coupled with the use of 2-D steady airfoil characteristics. Once convergence is reached, the
a,,,dand the final Re are stored as functions of z and 0 for subsequent use in the loading calculations.

3.3 Loading Calculation

With the interference factors evaluated, it is straightforward to get the aerodynamic loads at anye

0 from the CN and C.r given by Eq. (16). These coefficients are proportional to the loading pcr unit
span. The tangential and normal tk)rces integrated over any blade element are given by:

tl

,ITel(O ) -- -2p W"CCTdS Net(O) = -_p CCNds , (39)
el el

where the integrals extend over the span of the element. The sign convention is such that T > 0
when it pulis the blade into the direction of travel, and N > 0 when it is directed in towards the axis
of rotation, as shown in Fig. 1.1"wo other quantities of interest are the radial force component R
(the horizontal component of N), and the aer_xiynamic torque, W.These are given by:

'fRel(O) = -2p W_(:CNCOS_dS 'Tel (0) = -_p rW2cCTds . (40)
el el

As noted in Section 2.1, within each element the airfoil section and chord remain constant, so

the integrands in Eqs. (39) and (40) are smoothly varying. Consider just the tangential force for the
momem, and let us refer to the lower and upper nodes bounding the element as points A and B,
respectively. Then defining the dimensionless coordinate _ = s/l_, where l_is the element's span,
we can write:

B 1

A 0 (41)

where I: (_,) = _pW"cC.r l,= (ra - r_) 2 + (z a _ zB) 2

Two-point Gaussian quadrature ((f. ttildebrandl20] pp. 39(1-392) is used to approximate the
integral:

l_. 2
Tel(O) 2 E T,(_i) _i -- 1 -F g= 2 g = 0.57735... (42)

i-1

This is the integrated load on the clctnent. The m_del splits this into two discrete loads at the node
tx)ints, which are used as inputs to subsequent structural analysis m(×tels. To be consistent with
that analysis, the loads are distributed using the same shape functions used in formulating tlm
structural l'initc elements, and the result is:

l_. 2 is 2

i=1 l=l

lt is easily verified trotn Eqs. (42) and (43) that T,,t = Ta + 7tt, as it shoukt. Note that the total load
at tilt: lt ')' n()dc, 1',,, c(msists c)t"cont)ibutiotls from both element n-/(where it plays the role ()f point
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B) and from element n (where it plays the role of point A). The abscissae at which the integrand is
evaluated correspond to the aerodynamic control points shown in Fig. 2. In physical c_x)rdinates,
their location is given by

rai = rn-_i(r,a-r,+ 1) Zai = zn+_i(Zn+l-Z n) i = 1,2. (44)

The same type of quadrature is used to obtain the other loads defined by Eqs. (39)-(40). The end
result of the spatial integrations is the set of nodal loads, T,, N,, R,, _, n = 1.... Nnode. '_

The integrated torque over the entire blade, _, is obtained by summing over ali elements on the
blade, or equivalently, over all the nodal loads:

Nbt N.oa.

'T0(0) = _ 'Te,(0) = Z cfn(0) (45)
el=l n-I

The same procedure is followed to obtain Tb, No, and Ro as functions of 0. Since we've assumed
(for the purposes of this section) that no turbulence is present, the blade loading is periodic and
depends only on 0, irrespective of any absolute time reference. Hence for a rotor with B evenly-
spaced blades, the total torque on the turbine, _, is just

B 2n

%(0) = _ c/"b[0+ (b-1)13] [3 - n (46)
b=l

This summation presumes that [3, the azimuthal spacing between blades, is an integral multiple of
A0. Since 13/(A0)= (2_)/B+(2rc)/No = NoB, this is the reason for choosing No to be a multiple of B.

The average power out is predicted by

(3n)/2
_ f_ 1,.

Po = %_ = _ J 'Tt(0)d0 . (47)
-n/2

The subscript "0" is used to denote that this is the steady-state average power, as distinguished
from that with turbulence present. In addition to the total Po, the model also tabulates the fraction
that each blade element is responsible for, in effect giving the distribution of power with blade
span. Finally, the model does a Fourier analysis of the periodic loads and torque to get a picture of
their harmonic content. This information is output in the form of a power spectral density (PSD)
of Nb, Rb, Tr,, and "_ vs. frequency. Since these loads are periodic, their spectra are discrete_i.e.,
they contain excitation only at the fundamental frequency and its harmonics.

Presentation of the steady-state load predictions is deferred until Section 5, where they are
discussed along with the stochastic predictions. The next section describes how the latter are
calculated.
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4 STOCHASTIC RESPONSE

The first step in predicting the stochastic response of the turbine is the definition of the ambient
wind environment, now assumed turbulent, in which it operates. At each instant, the total wind is

assumed to be a linear superposition of a steady, or mean, component _'_ = (-Voo, 0, (I), plus a
random fluctaation _, = (u, v, w). Modeling of the mean component has already been discussed in

j Section 3.1, and the same equations are used here. The next section describes how the present
model simulates a random three-dimensional field of turbulence. This is followed by a discussion
of how the convection of the turbulence through the turbine is modeled. Then the procedure for

"J integrating this field with the aerodynamic analysis of Section 2 is discussed.

4.1 3-D Turbulence Simulation

The present model only attempts to simulate an ambient field of turbulence being advected
through the rotor. Any influence of the rotor on this turbulence pattern is neglected, with one
exception that will be noted below. Also neglected is any additional turbulence generated by the
turbine itself, e.g., that in the boundary layers and wakes shed by the blades and the tower. Even if
the latter two effects could be accurately modeled, a questionable point given the current state-of-
the-art they would require at least an order of magnitude more in computer resources. Moreover,
given the approximate nature of the aerodynamic model, it is debatable whether their inclusion
would significantly increase the fidelity of the simulations.

Turbulence in the Earth's boundary layer is neither homogeneous nor isotropic, and a general
method for simulating inhomogeneous, anisotropic turbulence has yet to be developed.
Accordingly, we make the simplifying approximation that the turbulence can be viewed as locally
homogeneous and isotropic. Departures from homogeneity and isotropy may be handled in an ad
hoc manner by allowing global parameters such as the turbulence intensity or integral scale to vary
with height above ground (e.g., Frost, et al[19], Chapter 4).

Several different approaches have evolved for simulating atmospheric turbulence in wind
turbine applications (Refs. [2], [7], [21], [22], and [23]). These were recently compared by Walker,
eta' _24 I. The model by Thresher, et ali21] - [22] assumes the random pattern of turbulence can be
expanded in a series, each term of which is a product of spatially and temporally varying functions.
Thus far it has only been developed for HAWT geometries, and in order to truncate the series it is
assumed that only frequencies less than twice the rotational frequency have an appreciable effect
on response. Powell & Connell[23] start by deriving an autocorrelation for the fluctuations sensed
by a point rotating with a blade. From this, a power spectral density is obtained, which is then used
to generate a time series of the fluctuations sensed by the rotating point. This model has been
developed for both HAWT and VAWI" geometries, but has the drawback of being able to simulate
the time history at only one point on one blade.

The method used here _.) compute the turbulent velocity components is the same as that
employed by Veers[2][7], based on the work of Shinozuka & Jan[25]. In broad terms, this method
works in a stationary coordinate frame to generate values of turbulence at discrete points in space
and time. Values applicable to the rotating points of interest at appropriate instants are then
sampled from the full field. This approach has two advantages: first, the process of generating the
turbulence field is completely divorced from the geometric and operating characteristics of the
rotor; second, one can sample the field at as many points as one needs. Earlier numerical

a, predictions based on this method (Refs. [2], [5], and [6]) employed a simple 1-D simulation, i.e.,
the turbulence was assumed to vary only in the streamwise (x) coordinate. However, the method is
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readily extendable to a full 3-D variation (Refs. 171 and [251), which is how it has been
inlplemented in the present m(×tel.

A stochastic time series of turbulence values is generated at each of several points arranged in
a rectangular planar (y, z) array, located some distance upstream of the rotor. The points are
arranged in N,,e_rows by Nho r columns, as shower in Fig. 3 below. The coordinates of the (it, ic)_

1,

U, V • _ Zrm2_"

/ Voo __1 iv = Nver_ °/ ° l • • "4--- i.

Vw
•.__ _ _

.
Side View ic = 1 Front View ic = Nh°r

Figure 3. Turbulence Simulation Grid

point are (Yi,, zi,) as computed from:

2Req

Yi_ = - R_q + (i c - 1) Ayc AYe -- Nho r - 1 ic = 1, ...Nho r

(48)

2ma x -- Zmi n

Zi" -- Zmin+ (ir-- 1)AZr AZr = Nve r- 1 ir = 1, ...Nv,. r

where z,_, zm,.,,are the highest and lowest values, respectively, of the z,, discussed in Section 2.1.
The model includes both the streamwise, u, and transverse, v, components of the turbulent velocity.
The vertical component, w, is neglected on the grounds that it is generally smal!er than the other
two, and over most of the blade span has little influence on the angle-of-attack.

Turbulence Intensity & Power Spectral l)ensity, lt is assumed that the turbulence may be
treated as a Gaussian random pr(x:ess, characterized by the root-mean-square turbulence intensity,
o, and the one-sided power spectral density (PSI)), Sjj. tlere j -- 1.... Nprs is a single linear index
running over ali Npr.,= N_e_x Nho_turbulence generation points ip.the array. By definition,

1/'2 ,,o

jsCiu -= ('U2) O2u = (J) df
0

, (49)
.... 1/2 '_'

• f -,I,' 1110 = (v2) oy{ = .sS# (f) df
0

z...



where the overbar denotes a time average, andf is the frequency of a particular component in the

fluctuations, o 2 is a measure of the total energy in the signal, and Sjj(f)Af can be thought of as the
contribution from a bandwidth Af centered aboutf

One can specify the intensities o,, and oy, or use default values supplied by the model. The latter,
taken from Chapter 4 of Ref. [19] am given by:

J 1.0V,,,,(z = 10 m) 0.64V_ (z = 10 m )
o - o = , (50)

) u ln(10+-- 1) " lh(10+-- 1)
Z o 7-0

where zo is the roughness height. The velocity in the numerators is the freestream wind speed at the
I0 m level as determined from Eq. (34) or (35). The same intensity is used at all the generation
points in Fig. 3; if desired, it is a straightforward extension to allow o,, and o, to vary with height,
since the assumed forms for the PSDs (below) already allow such variation.

The PSDs are given in a stationary frame of reference, which is the frame in which such
measurements are customarily made. Any of three well known analytical approximations to the
PSDs may be used. Ali of the numerical results presented later employ the analytical expressions
suggested by Kaimal[26] for use in the neutrally stable surface layer. These forms were chosen by
Frost, eta'[ 19l, as appropriate for use in wind rl ;bine simulations:

O 2o 2 z 11.84 z 6.434u v
U -- V

Sjj(f) V (z) fz 5/'3 Sjj_ Vo,(z) fz 5/3 (51)

- 1 + 192IV,,,, (z) I 1 + 70IV,,. (z) 1

lt should be noted that the Kaimal spectra implicitly assume that the longitudinal integral scale of
the turbulence is linearly proportional to height above ground, z. The numerical coefficients in the
numerators of Eq. (51) differ somewhat from those quoted in Refs. [26], [19] and [2]. As noted by
Strickland[27], with the original coefficients the integration in Eq. (49) (which can be done
analytically for this form) only yielded 0.962 of the variance, o z. This is apparently the result of
Kaimal having included, only the finite frequency range 0.005 <f<_ 10 Hz in his calculation of the
variance (cf. p. 290 in Ref. [26]). Accordingly, a factor of (0.962) a has been applied here, as
reflected in Eq. (51). The other options available in the model are the von K_irm,'in or Dryden
spectra (see, e.g., Campbell, Ref. [28]).

g,t V''Coherence & Spectral Density Matrix. We will drop the u, sub/superscripts for the time
being, with the understanding that the following development applies to each of these components.
Although the. time series generated at each point of the grid in Fig. 3 is unique, there is some
coherence between the fluctuations at dit'ferent points, as there would be in the actual flow. This is
determined by the cross-spectral density (CSD), denoted by Sjk(jg, in the fluctuations at frequency
f at points j and k (of. Bendat & Piersol[29], Chapter 1)"

is)k(J l = vjk 03 (52)

The nondimensional quantity 7j_is termed the coherence. It can vary from 7# = 0, for statistically,
independent fluctuations, to 7./k= 1, for those which are fully coherent. Meteorological data suggest
that the coherence decreases with increasing frequency, and increasing spatial sep_uation between
the points. Frost[ 19] suggested an exponentially decaying form, the argument of the exponential
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being proportional to the dimensionless parameter (fArV). Here we use a ge_eralization suggested
by Solari[30][7]"

[ ,fAr ?_ Ar g1_'yk= exp -C(,-V_m) (z-_) , (53)
t/2

where Ar = [ (Ay)2+ (Az)2] , and Vm and zr,,represent the average values of the freestream t
mean wind, and height, respectively, at the two points. The addition of the argument (Ar/zm) allows

Eq. (53) to better mimic the falloff in coherence of the lowest frequencies with increasing spatial ;,.
separation. Values for the coherence decay coefficient, C, and the exponents _, and lt, are chosen
empirically; ali are assumed positive. Solari actually proposed that C itself be treated as a random
variable, along with certain coefficients in the PSDs. The present model neglects any such
variations, and treats C as a constant. This expression is used to model the coherence of both the u
and v components of the turbulence.

We now have ali the information needed to formulate the spectral density matrix, S:

Sll S12 S13 ......... Sl,Nra"

$21 $22 ...............

$31 ..................

S = ..................... (54)
.,. ... ,., ... ... .,, ,..

............... SNm,- 1,Nra,-1 SNp,,- 1,Npr,

S Npt,, 1 ............ S Upt,, Npt, - 1 S Nt,t,, Ut,,, _

The diagonal elements of this Npts × Npts matrix are the PSDs defined by Eq. (51), and the off-
diagonal elements are the CSDs defined by Eqs. (52)-(53). Note that S is real, symmetric, and
positive definite. 1 Though not written explicitly here, it should be kept in mind that each element
of the matrix S (as well as H below) is itself a function of frequency,f.

Spectral Influence Matrix & Turbulence Time Series. The key to the simulation is the

factoring of S into an Npr, x rpt s spectral influence rnatrix, tl, as follows:

S = H HT" , (55)

where ( )T indicates the transpose operation. This is accomplished by assuming It to be lower-
triangular,

,li

1Inthe moregeneralcase wherethecoherencehasa phaseassociatedwith it, thematrixS is complexand Hermitian,
but the analysisstillcarries thr.ugh[25].
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H11 0 0 ...... 0 0

H21 H22 0 ......... 0

H31 ..................

............... 0 () (56)
.#

............... HNp,,- 1, N_,,, --1 0

J yNp,,, 1 ............ HNp,,,N,,,-1 HNt,,,,N m

Substituting Eq. (56) into (55) leads to the following system of equations for the elements of H:

1/2
Hll = Sit

1/'22
H21 = $21/H11 H22 = ($22-H21)

H31 = S31/H11 H32 = (S32_H31H21)/H22 H33 = (S33_H21_H32)2 1/2

.j. = sj -Z"j,",, /",, <J
l=l

j-1 1/2

/=1

Hjk=0 k>j

The final step is the evaluation of the turbulence as a Fourier series in time. The series at each

point is expressed as a linear superposition of Np_s unit-amplitude, white-noise inputs, each of
which is independent of the others. The elements of H represent the weighting factors used in the

superposition; specifically, Hjk is the amplitude of the ldh input signal to be applied to the output
signal at theft point• The random input signals are represented in matrix form by a diagonal matrix,
X, whose elements are given by"

Xjj -" e tcpkq k = j , (58)
Xjk - 0 k _:j

where i - ./Li. Each of the diagonal elements hasunit magnitude, and a random phase, q_kq,which
is the phaseapplied to the q_ harmonic in the k_hinput signal; q_k is uniformly distributed over the
interval 0 to 2x. The column vector of complex Fourier coefficients of the turbulence, q2,,is

obtained by post-multiplying the matrix tl by X to obtain an Nprs X Np_s mauix, which in turn is
post-multiplied by a column vector of l's, i.e,

,w,

q" = 11 X 1 (59)
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Each element of the product HX represents the complex coefficient multiplying the contribution
from the k th input signal to the output at point j; H supplies the amplitude, and X the phase.
Multiplying by I serves to sum over ali the columns (input signals), to obtain the total signal at
point j. For evaluation purposes, it is best to write out the turbulence time secies in summation
notation, reintroducing the superscripts "u, v" to refer to the specific component. The turbulence
values at pointj at the mth time instant are given by:

-N'"'b'/2 J i ('2rtfqt,n- u 1
lt= -" _£', i ljt (jft)C <Pkq)J)m

q= l _=:1 j= 1.... NI,,. .̀ 'k.
(60)

m = 1, ...Nturb

where Re indicates that the real part of the complex expression in brackets is to be taken. Nt,_+,is
the total number of turbulence values, or time instants, in the series. The Central Limit Theorem

guarantees that as N,,,+ _ co,the above series will converge to a Gaussian signal of zero mean, with
the specified oa and Sjj,[25]. Once the tt_, _nd q0 are known, the entire sequence of values can beJ ' kq
computed with one call to a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) routine.

Equation (60) introduces several new quantities. The subscript "oo" is used on the left to indicate
that these are freestream turbulence values; as will be discussed in Section 4.3, a small
modification is made to obtain the local values at the actuator locations, t,, is the rn th discrete time
value, t,,, = mAtt_, m = 1,... N,,_b; and Att_is the time interval used in the turbulence simulations,
which in general is not the same as that used to delineate the rotor motion (of. At in Eq. (1)). These
quantities will be discussed at more length in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Also, fq = qAf_._is the qth
h_u-monic frequency in the signal, q = 1.... N_,,b/2. The frequency and time intervals in the
turbulence simulation are related (see, e.g. Ref. 1291) through Af_ = (Nz,_oAt_s)1. Typical values for
these parameters, as well as sample turbulence simulations, will be discussed in Section 5 in
connection with the numerical results.

Slorat_e Consideralions. One drawback to this method of simulating the turbulence field is that

the matrices S and H require a significant amount of storage. Recall that each of the Np_.,.x Nt,t.,.
elements is itself a function of frequency, in effect adding a third dimension of size N_,d2 (of.
Eq. (60) above). In addition, separate S and H ,arrays are required for each turbulence component.
Thus, a separate storage location for each element would ordinarily require

Npts×Npts × Nturb/2 × ") × 9 = _N r ,N_

spatial intlJ, cs frequencies S and !! ti aral v

words. ]'or the calculations presented in this report, this represents in excess of 2.5 nlillic>n words
of memory, just for these matrices.

Fortunately, measures can bc taken that reduce this number considerably. Recall that S is

symmetric, while H is lower diagonal. This means that each has only Npts(Npts+/)/2 truly
independent elements that must bc stored. They can be stored more efficiently in a one-
dimensional array of this size. Further, once !i is evaluated, there is no nccd to keep S. The form

,,lt

of Eq. (57) also shows that the only time that element S/, is needcd is when computing [ijk. "l'ilis
means the same storage locations can bc used for both S and |!. As a result, the mcm<wy rcquircd
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for these matrices is reduced to only N,_rbNpts(Npts+I)/2 words-. This is still a significant amount,
and for this reason the method is suitable only on platform'.; with either large amounts of real
memory, or, as is the case for the present calculations, a virtual memory operating system.

When simulating turbulence for use with HAWT geometries, Veers has further streamlined this
method, resulting in a decrease in both computing time and storage requirements. For a discussion
of this, see Section 6 of Ref. 171.

S_pecialization to I-D. A few words are in order regarding the relationship of these more
j general 3-D results to the earlier 1-D simulation method used in Refs. [21,151 and 1161.The "I-D"

refers not to the number of turbulence components, but rather to the number of coordinates in
which they are allowed to vary. Thus, both u and v are still simulated, but they are assumed to vary
only with x (or equivalently t), and to be independent of both y and z. This means that not only must
_,, and c, be constant in Eq. (51), but z and Voo(Z)are replaced by their (constant) reference values

Zr_fand V,.ef,respectively. To achieve perfect coherence in the (y, z) plane, C --+ 0 in Eq. (53), and
hence "0J,--+ I for ali j, k. This results in all the spatial elements of the matrix S being identical, and
equal to the common PSD, S(fq) say. The H matrix approaches the limit where ali of its elements
are zero, except those in the first column, which take on the value _ (fq). Hence the k = 1 term is
tlm only non-zero contribution to the second sum in Eq. (60). The equation reduces to

N,.,b/2

i (27tfqt m - tpq)

uoo,, = 2_fts tt(e _ 41S(fq)e m = 1,...N, urb , (61)
q=l

where cp..- cpXqstill varies randomly from 0 to 2r_, and the subscriptj is now superfluous, since the
same tur_bulence value obtains at ali points in the (y,z) plane. This result coincides with Eq. (2) of

Refs. 121and 161, where the coefficients I in that result are given by Aq = J2AftsS Oeq) coStpq, and
B_ = ,/2Af,_S (f.,) sincp . Such a simulation should only be used in cases where the turbine is much,4 ' ,4 q
smaller than the characteristic scale of the turbulence.

4.2 Turbulence Convection

The preceding section described how time series are calculated to represent the freestream
turbulence. Once (u, v) values are generated at the turbulence grid shown in Fig. 3, their convection
through the turbine must be modeled. The series so ge_erated represent the random temporal
variations as sensed by a statio_i,'u-yobserver who samples at intervals At,s. Equivalently, one can
think of an observer convectin_ with the local mean flow who interprets the series as describing a
random spatial variation io. turbulence, which in his frame of reference is frozen in time.
Successive terms then represent the values of (u, v) at intervals Air = VAtL,.in the streamwise
direction, where V is the local mean windspeed. It is the convection of these data past the stationary
observer that prcxluce what to him is a stochastic time variation. This equivalence between
temporal (spatial) fluctuations in the stationary (convecting) frames is referred to as 'l'aylor's
hypothesis[311. Since it neglects the nonlinear interactions between the mean flow and the
fluctuations, it is only an approximation, but one which is widely used. lt is used here as a
straightforward means of correctly sampling the turbulence pattern appropriate tc)yet a third fraxv:
of reference, one rotating with the bhtde.

IThereisa facix)rof two differencein the Aq, Bq coefficientsquoted in Refs. 121andl6]only Ixecauscthe I:FI"routines
used in the respectivestudiesnormalizedthe seriesdiffcwntly.The finalresultsarc eqtnivalcnt.
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The mean windspeed is itself varying with height above ground, owing to the wind shear
discussed in Section 3.1. lt also varies in the streamwise direction due to retardation by the turbine,
which is extracting energy from the air. Unfortunately, the DMST analysis defines this velocity
only at locations far up/downstream of the turbine, and at the up/downstream actuators (_f. Fig. 1).
The continuous variation of V was investigated by Strickland[27] using a vortex model of the
turbine. Though by no means exact, he showed that a reasonable approximation was to assume that
V = V**up to the point where the streamtube first intersects the blades' path, a linear variation from
V_.to V,,,within the turbine, and a constant value V,,,from there on. In the present terms, this means
that, for a blade element located at (z, r, O) the variation of V in the streamtube it intersects is:

V = -V_ (z) x > rlcos0 I

Vw(z,O) -V_(z) , (62)

V = - V_ (z) + (x- r coso ) 2rlcos 0 -r cosO <x < r coso

where V, follows by combining Eqs. (10), (19), (23), and (24):

Vw(Z,O) = [2a,,(z, 0)-ll [2ad(Z, O) -- l] V_ (z) (63)

The absolute value signs are used in Eq. (62) so that it remains valid when the blade is at either the
upstream or downstream intersection.

To proceed further, it is necessary to make some arbitrary assumptions about the streamwise
location of the plane in which the turbulence is generated, and the instants at which the turbine
motion and turbulence simulations are begun. Without loss of generality, we assume that the

turbulence generation plane is located at x = 3Req, as depicted in Fig. 3. We can now evaluate the
time interval Atc required by the turbulence generated at (y_¢,z_,) to convect from this plane to the
upstream and downstream intersections with its corresponding blade t-.lement:

rcos0
dx

Atc = V coso ,3 0 . (64)
3R,¢

Substitution from Eq. (62) gives

Atc = 3Req- rcosO
V**(z) coso > 0 (upstream).

3Req + rcos0 2rcos0 Vw (z, 0) (65)

Atc = V**(z) + V**(z) -Vw(z,o) ln Vo,(z) cos0<0 (downstream).

The values to be used ir_Eq. (65) for r, z, 0 are the r_, zm,0 (cf. Figs. 1 and 2) corresponding to the
one particular blade element for which z_, lies between z,, and z,,+l, and Yic lies between
r,,,sin (0 + (A0)/2).

Before the rotor motion is initiated, and loading calculations begun, it is necessary to allow
sufficient time for enough turbulence to have been generated and convected downstream to fill the
turbine. For this reason it is convenient to imagine two clocks. The first measures turbulence
simulation time, tu, which is defined such that tu = Attsat the instant when the first terms (m = I in

the turbulence series given by Eq. (60)) are "born" at x = 3Req and begin to convect downstream.
With each succeeding Atts , a new turbulence value is born, while its predecessors march
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where tr.,is given by Eq. (66), and Atcis the convection time obtained from the appropriate form of
Eq. (65), depending on whether the element is at its up- or downstream intersection with the current

streamtube. In general, ts will not coincide with any of the t,, values for which turbulence was
generated with Eq. (60). Therefore, the value at time tg is found by linearly interpolating over the
interval defined by tm< ts < tm+l. (The precautions taken in Section 4.2 guarantee that tg will never
lie outside the range bracketed by m = 1 and m = N,,,b.) The same procedure is followed at each of

" the other three comers of the cell. lt should be emphasized that, while t and t_ are the same for ali
points, Atc and hence tg will vary because the turbulence generated at different points convects at

,,! different speeds. Having thus obtained turbulence values at ali four corners of the cell at time t in
Fig. 4, the values appropriate to the aerodynamic control point are fow-d using bilinear
interpolation with respect to y and z.

Correction for Turbine Interference. The values so obtained represent "freestream"
turbulence. In a blade's rotating reference frame, both the mean and turbulent wind components
appear unsteady, and it has no way of differentiating between the two. Therefore, in computing the
instantaneous relative velocity, it is assumed that the turbine acts to reduce the streamwise
turbulence by the same interference factor, a,, on the upwind side, by which the mean velocity is
reduced, i.e., u = a,u=. This is the only manner in which the turbine is allowed to influence the
structure of the incoming turbulence. Since the DMST model does not include a transverse
momentum balance, the corresponding component is assumed to remain unchanged, i.e., v = v_.
Analogous considerations apply on the downwind side. These are the values for u and v that are
used to evaluate W and o_gfrom Eqs. (17) and (18).

Instantaneous L0.ads. The aerodynamic analysis described in Sections 2.2-2.4 is again used to
determine the blade loadings. To be most precise, a new iteration should be performed for a,, and
ad at each time step; this was the procedure adopted by Veers[2]. However, this greatly increases
run time in a stochastic calculation requiring several thousand time points. Instead, the present
model makes the reasonable assumption that, on the average, these quantities will not deviate
significantly from the values already computed based on the mean windspeed, of. Section 3.2.
Hence Eqs. (17) and (18) are employed to compute the instantaneous W and ag sensed by the blade
using the mean a_ and aa.

Technically, the instantaneous Re should also be used in the interpolation for Ct. and Co. But
note that while turbulence can cause large fluctuations in ors,its influence on Re is less pronounced.
A considerable time savings results if the Re based solely on the mean wind, computed and stored
previously for each blade element as a function of 0, is used. This effectively reduces the number
of dimensions in which one must interpolate from two down to one. The remaining interpolation,
with respect to angle-of-attack, is always done using the instantaneous otg as computed from
Eq. (18) with u and v included. The errors introduced by these time-saving artifices will tend to
cancel one another out in the statistical averages, and in any event are no worse than the
uncertainties in the semi-empirical aerodynamic model. Calculations were done earlier, using the
simpler 1-D turbulence model, using both the instantaneous and mean wind Re[5]. Use of the
instantaneous Re increased the run time by approximately 25% with no perceptible difference in
the ensemble-averaged loading distributions, thus justifying the use of the mean wind Re.

Once W, otg, and Re are computed as described above, the same analysis and subroutines arc

used to compute the sectional aerodynamic coefficients (Sections 2.2-2.4), and the same Gaussian
procedure is used to integrate along the blade span and distribute the loading between the nodes
(Section 3.3), as were used for the steady-state response. This is done to assure that, when
comparing steady-state and stochastic loads, any differences are solely the result of having
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introduced turbulence, and not a computational artifact. For the purpose of providing inputs to
simulation models of blade fatigue, it is the instantaneous aerodynamic loads that are of most
interest. Thus. after each sample is complete, the instantaneous time histories of the forces at each
node on ali B blades are output to a special file for subsequent use. These forces are dccomposed
into three components in a Cartesian c_×_rdinate system rotating with the reference blade, Blade 1,
as shown in Fig. 5.

Blade b kx:ation

'_

F,, Blade 1 location

_ ........_ 1
%

Figure 5. Transformation of N(_al Loads to Frame Rotating with Blade 1

Coordinate 1 is oriented radially outward from Blade 1; coordinate 2 is tangential to Blade l's path
and in the direction of rotation; and coordinate 3 coincides with the z axis. If the blades are
numbered counterclockwise, the azimuthal spacing between the b_ blade and the reference blade
is _ = (b- 1)_, as shown in the figure. In terms of R, and T,, the instantaneous radial and tangential
loads at node n of the b riablade, the desired components F,t,l, F,,2, and F,.3 are given by:

F,,, 1 = - Rnc°s (b - 1) 13- Tnsin (b - 1) 13

Fn, 2=-Rnsin(b- 1) 13+ Tncos (b- 1)[3 (72)

Fn, 3 = -Rh tan _i

At the end of each sample, the model can also output the instantaneous integrated blade loads, Nb,
Rr,,To, and %, for b = I .... B, and the total turbine torque, _, versus time (or 0). Note that, whereas
the steady-state loads repeated identically with every revolution, the stochastic loads do not. For
example, _(0," i_) is now used to denote the instantaneous, integrated torque on the b th blade at
position 0 during the (i_._)th revolution in the sample, i_ = 1.... Nrev, as computed from Eq. (45).
Similarly, Eq. (46) for the instantaneous torque on the whole turbine is generalized to

B 2x

Wt(0; iter) = Z "fib[0+ (b-1)_;i,.,,,,I 13 - B ' (73)
b=l
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Statistically Averaged l,oads. When comparing load predictions with experimental data, it is
necessary to average both over a large population in order to obtain results that arc statistically
reproducible. Accordingly, after each sa,nple is c(m_pleted, the sample+averaged loading v.s. 0,
denoted by ( )s, is calculated. Using '1_as an example, this is given by:

N
tev

1 E '1_(O; ire,,) (74.)
" ('Yt(O))s - Nrc v i :1

re',/

,¢,,

The calculation of the sample-averaged distributions is an intennediate step towards obtaining the
ensemble-averaged distributions, written as ( )E. Upon completion of the (isa.O_ sample, i,,,_,,,= I ....
N,._, the latter are updated according to:

('1_(0))s. + (isam- 1) ('_ (0) "E5°td
('t_ (0))F. : i ' (75)sam

where it is understood that the ensemble-average on the right side represents that after (i_a,,,-1)
samples. Since ( )s is averaged over a population of only N_ data points, while ( )tc is averaged
over Nsa,, × N,._, the ensemble-average is more statistically significant; as noted earlier, sample-
averaged quantities are introduced solely to reduce storage requirements. The same procedure is
followed to obtain sample- and ensemble-averaged distributions for the other load components as
weil. The model can output ensemble-averaged variations for No, Ro, To, %, and _, as functions of
0. As discussed later in Section 5, changes in (_(0))_: from one sample to the next are also
monitored to gauge the convergence of the calculations.

The time histories of the loads within each sample contain Nra n = NrevX N o points. With one call
to an FFT routine, the sample-averaged amplitude spectrum of any load may be found. From this,
the sample-averaged loading PSD is easily computed. This in turn is used to update the ensemble-
averaged PSDs via the same rule used in Eq. (75); at the end of the calculation, these are output for
Nb, Rb, Tb, and _. The zero-frequency (DC) component of the PSD represents the square of the
time-averaged loa__dover the whole ensemble. Thus, in the case of the turbine torque, multiplication
of this predicted % by f2 yields the average power out including the effects of turbulence, denoted
by (P).
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSI()N

Simultaneous measurements of the mean wind, turbulence, and local aer(xtynanaic loads tire
needed to validate the model in a quantitative sense. Turbulence measurements performed on the
DOEAJSDA 34-m VAWT ]'est Bed erected at Bushland, Texas have been reported by Connell &
Morris[32]. These measurements were designed for comparison with the Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) theory of single-point rotationally-sampled turbulence[23]. Specifically, the
turbulence was measured at six fixed anemon_eters arranged in a circle at the equatorial height, but
3 m outward from the path of rotation. Their proximity to the t_lades prevents using this data as
input to the present simulation, which requires "freestream" values. Another problem is that the "
only available aerodynamic data were tk)r the turbine torque, '_, which is the sum of the spatially-
integrated loads on both blades. A model could exhibit reasonable agreement with such data and
still be significantly in enor where the local loads are concerned. Conversely, discrepancies
between the theory and data would provide no clue as to which portion(s) of the blades, or even
which blade, were most responsible. Thus there remains a need for simultaneous data on both
freestream turbulence and local loads for use in validating practical stochastic models.

In the meantime, the present mc×tel has been applied to the 34-m ]'est Bed for the purpose of

illustrating the influence of two important parameters" the reference tip-speed ratio, X = _eq/Vref,
and the relative turbulence intensity, t_/V,_,r.The 34-m VAWT Test Bed is shown below in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. DOE/USDA 34-m VAWT Test Bed
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lt is a two-blade design with a maximum diameter of 33.5 m (110 ft), rated at 5(X) kw. Two
different airfoil sections arc employed on each blade, a NACA (X)21 tor inboard sections, and a
Sandia (X)18/50 near the equator. The latter v'as designed specifically to have favorable natural
laminar flow characteristics, with VAWT api,iications in mind1331. Chord lengths of 1.22 m, 1.07
m, and 0.91 m (4 ft, 3.5 ft, 3 ft) arc used progressing outwards from the tower to the equator. The
transitions between these sections are idealized as stepwise discontinuities in the model. A _norc
detailed discussion of the design can be tk)und in Refs. 1341and 1351.

The blade geomeuy was defined by a total of N,oa_ = 39 node points, for which the (r,, z_)
coordinate pairs were read from a NASTRAN file; these in turn defined the N_ = 38 blade elements
for which aerodynamic predictions were made. Ali of the calculations presented here are for a
constant rotor rpm of 37.5 (3.93 rad/see). Each revolution was resolved into No = 36 increments,
corresponding to AO= 10 deg, At = 0.044 sec.

Inputs to the model characterizing the wind were estimated as follows. The mean wind shear is
represented by the power law in Eq. (35) with n = 0.17. The reference height at which wind speed
is specified is z,_.r= 28.8 m (94.5 ft), which is just above the equator. For the turbulence PSDs we
use the Kaimal spectra[ 19][26]. This form implicitly assumes a streamwise integral scale which
grows linearly with z; the coefficients in Eq. (51) give a value of 80.5 m (264 ft) at the equatorial
plane. Typically, ¢_,,is only 80% or so of c_,,!191, so the model allows for independent specification
of these two quantities. However, as stated earlier we are not comparing these predictions with any
particular data set, but rather wish to study the influence of overall turbulence intensity. Thus, for
simplicity it was assumed that _ = c,,. The parameters used to describe the coherence in Etl. (53)
were given the nominal values used by Solari[30]: C -- 12.0, X - 1.0, and la = 0.25. The turbulence
grid depicted in Fig. 3 consisted of N_r = 5 rows by Nho,.= 5 columns. Na,o.t,= 2016 turbulence
values were computed from Eq. (60) for each sample.

Each calculation consisted of N_a,,, = 50 samples, with Nr_,,- 56 revolutions per sample. Hence
ensemble-averaged quantities presented below represent averages over a total of 2800 revolutions,
representing approximately 75 min of operation. This is sufficient to assure that furthe: increases
in the number of samples would change the ensemble-averaged load distributions by no more than
1%, as will be illu.'_trated below. Each sample contains N,.,,,,= N,._,x No = 2016 load vs. time points.

To bracket the influence of mean wind speed and turbulence intensity, results are presented for
a matrix of four cases. These consist of both low and high values of the mean wind, 8.9 m/see (20
mph) and 20.1 m/sec (45 mph), and, at each speed, two turbulence intensities, 10% and 30%.

5.1 Case 1:20.1 m/see (45 mph), 10% Turbulence

The first case is for a wind speed, V,_[, of 20.1 m/sec (66 fps or 45 mph), prcxtucing a reference
tip-speed ratic_?C= 3.27; a relative turbulence intensity of 10% is assumed. Before discussing the
loads themselves, it is instructive to consider some of the intermediate quantities that precede them.
Figure 7 displays the azimuthal variation of the interference factors, a,,.a. The open symbols
connected by solid lines represent the variations at Blade Elements 6, 20, and 34, located

approximately 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 of the way up the turbine. Recall that these are assumed to depend
only on the mean wind, and hence the same a,,.aapply to Case 2 (below) as weil. Also shown in

" this figure are earlier estimates, based on the simplified analysis of Ref. 161,in which the a,,,l were
assumed to be functions only of z. These are indicated by the solid symbols connected by

• h()rizontal dashed lines. The line extending from -90° < 0 < 90 ° is the constant a, value, and that
from 90 ° _ 0 < 270 ° is the constant aj value. As one might expect, these earlier values represent
some weighted average of the newer azimuttlally-dependent predictions.
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Figure 7. Aerodynamic Interference Factors for Cases 1 and 2

Note that for Blade Element 20 (near the equator) there is a pronounced rise in the curve in the
vicinity 120 ° < 0 < 200 °. Examination of the numerical output indicates that -16 ° < ag < -11 °,
which is well outside the static stall margin of the SAND 0018/50 airfoil. The blade element's lift/
drag ratio, L/D, falls as low as 3-4; in contrast, L/D -.,60-70 in unstalled regions. As a result, the
tangential force pulling the blade along is greatly reduced, and for 165° < 0 < 185° actually
becomes negative. The flow in this region is much less retarded, as reflected by the increased
interference factor. Such behavior remains to be corroborated by experimental data; but the
dramatic drop in L/D is at least in qualitative agreement with the flow visualization studies of
Reda[36], who reports that the angle-of-attack range noted above is characterized by massive,
unsteady, leading edge separation.

Some of the turbulence values that were generated for the stochastic analysis in this case are
illustrated in Fig. 8(a-c). The time span shown in this figure is a little more than half the total record
length for one sample; the interval between discrete values is Atts = 0.047 sec. The instantaneous
values of freestream turbulence as predicted by Eq. (60) me plotted, normalized by their m_s value,
o,, = 2.0 m/see (6.60 fps). Fluctuations at three different points of the turbulence grid are shown,
corresponding to i,, = 3, i_ = 3, 4, and 5 in Fig 3. These values are also representative of those for
Case 2, as both cases have the same mean wind, and the effect of the different o,, is removed by
the normalization. One can see that there is a greater degree of correlation between grid points in
the low frequency fluctuations than there is in the high frequencies. Als(), the degree of correlation
decreases with the separation between points. Figure 9 displays the turbulent fluctuations as sensed
by a blade in the rotating frame. These are the normalized values experienced by an aer(_dynamic
control point very near the equator, at z,,j = 28.0 m (91.96 ft), r_,/ = 16.8 m (54.98 ft) on Blade
Element 20.
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The geometric angle-of-attack variations sensed at this same point are shown in Fig. 10. The
solid curve is the v_u-iationproduced by the mean wind alone, without turbulence; this would repeat
identically with each revolution. It behaves more or less sinusoidally, but note that the minimum
in the curve on the downwind side, ot8- -15 °, is slightly less than the maximum on the upwind
side, o_ - 17°. This is primarily the result of the wind energy extracted on the upwind pass resulting
in Va < V,,. The open symbols are the instantaneous random variations, for each of five distinct

- revolutions, produced when the turbulence displayed in Fig. 9 is introduced. As one would expect,
the stochastic values tend to cluster fairly close to the steady-state distribution at this low
turbulence intensity.

Figure 11 compares the steady-state vs. stcxzhastic response of the turbine, as typified by the
variation of the integrated rotor torque, _, with 0. Here 0 is the azimuthal position of the turbine,
which by definition coincides with that of the reference blade (Blade 1). The solid curve is the
periodic variation generated when only :he mean wind is considered. This variation is cyclic, in
that it is repeated identically with each revolution. Note that there are two identical peaks in each
revolution, i.e., the fundamental frequency is not E: but rather 2f2, owing to the fact that the rotor
torque is the sum of the torques on two identical, evenly-spaced blades. This is often referred to as
a "two per-rev" variation. Put another way, there is no way to physically differentiate between the
situation that exists when the rotor is at 0, from that when it is at 0 + 180°. In general, for a rotor
with B blades, the rotor torque will exhibit B peaks during one revolution, corresponding to a
fundamental trequency of BCL

The predicted steady-state output power is the average torque, as determined by the solid line,
multiplied by _'2.For this case, as well as Case 2 below, this turns out to be Po = 540 kw. The
performance coefficient, defined as

P
Ct' = 3 ' (76)

(1/2) PVeqa

is the rat:,o of the aerodynamic power transmi.tted to the shaft normalized by the rate at which the
wind's kinetic energy is being convected through the turbine 1. For Cases 1 and 2, this is only 0.12;
the turbine is producing a large amount of power in an absolute sense, but relatively speaking, only
a small fraction of the available wind energy is being harnessed. This is because )_is low enough
that the blades are stalled much of the time (of Eq. (18) and Fig. 10). This stalling also manifested
itself in Fig. 7, where it was seen that all the a,m were in excess of 0.93.

The dashed curve in Fig. 11 represents the ensemble-averaged variation with turbulence
present, as determined from Eq. (75). If the aerodynamic response were perfectly linear, the two
curves would coincide. Though they are very similar at this low turbulence level, one can see that
the turbulence slightly lowers the peaks in the distribution, while raising the dips, or valleys. The
area under the dasb,.'d curve, which is proportional to the average power in the presence of
turbulence, is slightly less than for the solid curve. These differences are the result of aerodynamic
nonlinearities ass_x:iated with stall, lt is encouraging to note that the "two per-rev" variation is
maintained by the ensemble-averaged results, thus confirming that the two blades are statistically
indistinguishable. At this point one might wonder how many samples, in this case each

,t,

l'lt_euseoi V_qin Eq. (.76)is somewhatarbitrary;V,,,fcould havebeenused instead.In the pre_nt ca_, thiswould
havelittleeffecton the numericalvalues,a_sLhcequatorialand referenceheightsare quiteclo_. The im_)rtant thing
is that,havingmadethe choice,onestickwith it consistently.
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representing 56 revolutions, must be simulated before the ensemble-averaged curve stops
changing. To study this convergence, we define a maximum relative error as,

{ t(o))E (o),E

Emax -- (c-fit (0))E max over allO

. The denominator is the running estimate of the ensemble-average after the current number of
samples, isa,,,;the second term in the numerator is that after i,,,,,,-1. Figure 12 displays the decay of
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Figure 12. Maximum Relative Error vs. Number of Samples for Case 1

this error vs. the number of samples. As can be seen from the figure, after only 30 to 40 samples,
this measure of convergence has fallen below 10-2,which is probably sufficiently accurate for most
engineering calculations. In retrospect, this may even be too stringent a measure of convergence.
As can be seen from Fig. 11, _(0) passes through zero, and in the later stages of the calculation, it
is this region of 0 that invariably determines E,,_, even though in the limit _ ---)0 the above
definition is indeterminate.

The ensemble-averaged rotor torque is useful primarily for making comparisons with
experimental data, and studying changes in average output power. It can be misleading in regard
to blade fatigue effects. At first glance, one might conclude from Fig. 11 that turbulence is
beneficial to fatigue life, in that it appears to lower the peaks in the distribution, while raising the
valleys. This certainly would run counter to our intuition. However, the dashed curve only
represents the average of several thousand instantaneous distributions, and is not truly
representative of any one of them. lt is the instantaneous fluctuations that matter most from a

" fatigue standpoint, and Fig. 13 shows these for five different revolutions chosen arbitrarily from
the first sample (the same ones shown in Fig. 10). As one would expect, they show larger amplitude
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flt|ctuations and a higher frequency content than the ensemble-averaged curve. It should also be
kept in mind that these are loads that have already been spatially integrated; the local loads are
likely to be even more erratic. Clearly, this is likely to have a negative impact on blade fatigue life.

The frequency characteristics of the rotor torque are displayed more explicitly in Fig. 14, which
compares the PSD of the mean rotor torque and the ensemble-averaged PSD of the stochastic

• fluctuations. Since the mean wind response is periodic, its spectrum is discrete, lt contains a
fundamental at BfS, in this case 1.25 Hz, which is labelled "2P" in the figure for "two per-rev".

i, Higher harmonics are also present, at 4P, 6P, etc. The most notable difference in the ensemble-
averaged spectrum is the presence of significant broadband excitation at frequencies between the
harmonics, reflecting the random high-frequency fluctuations in Fig. 13. The "scatter-shot" nature
of the data is the result of the very close spacing between points, Af = 0.011 Hz, and the fact that
no smoothing of the spectrum has been performed. The excitations at the fundamental and first few
harmonics are very little changed by the turbulence, while the higher harmonics are considerably
reduced. The f= 0 component is practically unchanged. These findings reflect the trends in Fig. 11,
i.e., that the ensemble-averaged distribution smooths out 'sharp' features in the mean wind
response, while leaving the area under the curve more or less unchanged. The average output
power is directly proportional to the latter; more will be said on this later. These trends are
consistent with those reported by Veers[2]. They also qualitatively corroborate the finding by
Lobitz and Sullivan[371 that use of the CARDAA steady-state performance model (to which the
steady-state model discussed here is quite similar) overestimates the measured blade stress
response in high winds.

5.2 Case 2:20.1 m/sec (45 mph), 30% Turbulence

Case 2 is identical with Case 1 except that the relative turbulence intensity is increased from
10% to 30%. Thus the interference factors displayed in Fig. 7 apply here as weil, as do the
turbulence values in Figs. 8 and 9, keeping in mind that c,, is now three times larger. The mean and
stochastic fluctuations in o_gfor this case are presented in Fig. 15. Again, the solid line shows the
variation produced by just the mean wind, and the open symbols that with the 30% turbulence
added. As one would expect, the increased turbulence intensity relative to Fig. 10 has amplified the
departures from the solid curve.

Figure 16 compares the rotor torque distribution produced by the mean wind (same as in
Fig. 11) to the ensemble-averaged curve. The discrepancies between the two are much greater than
for Case 1, i.e., increasing the turbulence level exacerbates the influence of aerodynamic
nonlinearities. This point is of more than academic interest. Steady-state performance models
predict the solid curve in Figs. 11 and 16. But experimental data, to be at ali meaningful, are
averaged over many revolutions, and hence really represent an ensemble-average. Hence whenever
data contaminated by the presence of turbulence, which is virtually unavoidable, are used to
validate steady-state performance models, discrepancies of the sort shown in these figures are to
be expected. They do not necessarily reflect inadequacies in the aerodynamic model, which is the
reason often cited at low tip speed ratios. Though perhaps not obvious, the area under the dashed
curve in Fig. 16 is less than that under the steady-state distribution, implying again that turbulence

: acts to reduce the average output power. More will be said on this in Section 5.5.

Figure 17 shows the convergence of the ensemble-averaged curve vs. the number of samples, lt
is interesting to observe that there appears to be somewhat less scatter exhibited in Fig. 17
compared to Fig. 12. This may simply be the result of the ensemble-averaged curve no longer
passing through zero. Even at this intensity, which is probably higher than would be typical of most
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real world applications, it seems that simulating 30 or so samples (~ 1700 revolutions) should be
adequate for most engineering purposes.

Figure 18 shows the instantaneous excursions of the rotor torque, which are considerably
amplified relative to Case 1 (cf. Fig. 13). What's more, even the shape of the individual curves has
been altered by the increasingly important nonlinear effects. The changes in overall level between
revolutions in Fig. 18 are the result of the convection of low-frequency (large-eddy) turbulence °
through the turbine. The more rapid oscillations within a revolution result from a combination of

the higher-frequency turbulence and changes in azimuth.
Figure 19 compares the ensemble-averaged PSD against the discrete spectrum pr(xtuced by the

mean wind alone; the latter is the same as was shown in Fig. 14. At the first few harmonics, levels
in the ensemble-average are somewhat lower than in Fig. 14. It is difficult to discern a consistent
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Figure 19. Mean and Ensemble-Averaged Rotor Torque PSD for Case 2

pattern in the higher harmonics, except that they disappear sooner into the broadband background,
which is higher than it was for Case 1. This is consistent with a greater proportion of the variations
bcin_ random in nature. Hence for Cases 1 and 2 turbulence acts to remove energy from the
discrete harmonic (cyclic) frequencies, and introduces additional excitation over a broadband
(random) background.

5.3 Case 3:8.9 m/see (20 mph), 10% Turbulence

Case 3 assumes a more moderate wind speed of V,4 = 8.9 m/see (29.3 fps or 20 mph), and a 10%
relative turbulence intensity. This mean wind corresponds to X = 7.36, which is quite near the
design point. The predicted interference factors are shown in Fig. 20. As was the case with Fig. 7,
the ()pen symbols connected by solid lines are the azimuthal variation predicted by the current
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model; the filled in symbols connected by dashed lines are the predictions made earlier assuming
the au,d were independent of 0. The biggest difference between the two figures is that the au_ are
significantly lower at the lower wind speed, indicating a greater relative energy extraction. The
reason for this can be seen in the next figure, Fig. 21, which compares the angle-of-attack
variations with and without 10% turbulence present. The angle-of-attack excursions are much less
than was the case in either of Figs. 10 or 15, owing to the reduced wind speed. As a result, the

blades are operating in a largely unstalled condition, and hence are more efficient at extracting
energy, resulting in the lower au.d. Note also that the 0-variation in Fig. 20 is much smoother than
was the case in Fig. 7, particularly on the downwind side. This also can be attributed to the blades'

remaining on the linear portion of their aerodynamic characteristics (of. discussion following
Fig. 7).

In addition to amplitude, there is another significant difference in the angle-of-attack
distribution between the mc_terate and high wind speed cases. Whereas Figs. 10 and 15 exhibit
variations that are more or less antisymmetric about 0 = 90 °, Fig. 21 indicates an almost consta_t

ft_,over the entire downwind passage. This would appear to contradict the obvious O-dependence
displayed by Eq. (18). However, it must be remembered that the V there is not a constant, but rather
is obtained from the a,,a through either Eq. (19) or (24), as appropriate, and the a,,,athemselves arc
now functions of 0. lt just happens that at moderate windspeeds the implicit 0-dependence in a,,.j

, nearly cancels the explicit dependence shown in Eq. (18). Note als()that I(otg),,,_,,Iis only about half
k (_fI(otg),,J, whereas the simple asymptotic argurnent following Eq. (18) suggested they should bc

., about equal. This serves to point out the need for caution when applying such simple rules for
anything beyond order of magnitude estimates.
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The rotor torque distributions tbr Case 3 are displayed in Fig. 22. The mean wind (solid curve)

and ensemble-averaged turbulent wind (dashed curve) distributions are quite close at these

conditions, reflecting both the relatively low turbulence intensity and the blades' largely linear

aerodynamic response. Compared with Cases 1 and 2, the steady-state analysis predicts less
absolute power, Po = 178 kw, but this represents a much higher fraction of what is available, since

Cp = 0.44. The rotor is much more aerodynamically efficient, but there is less wind energy

available to convert at 8.9 m/sec compared with 20.1 m/sec. (Note the different scales used for the

ordinate in Figs. 11 and 16 vs. Fig. 22.) The variations in Fig. 22 are als() sm(x)ther, ()wing tc) the

lack of nonlinear stall phenomena. As before, including turbulence in the simulations reduces the

peak levels, while increasing the valleys. The net effect on the area under the curve, and hence the

average output power, is difficult to ascertain by eye, but it turns out that P is increased slightly by

the presence of the turbulence in this case. The convergence of the ensemble-averaged distribution

is shown in Fig. 23, and is qualitatively similar to that in the previous cases.

The instantaneous rotor torque fluctuations for five separate revolutions are shown in Fig. 24,

and again show significant departures from their average. The mean and ensemble-averaged rotor

torque PSD are compared in Fig. 25. These spectra, both with and without turbulence, exhibit a

more rapid falloff in excitation level at the harmonic frequencies than was the case at 45 mph (of.
Fig. 14). This is consistent with the curves in Fig. 22 being smoother, and hence less "impulsive",
thar_ those in Fig. 11. Interestingly, the addition of turbulence in this case seems not to reduce the
harmonic levels as much as before; indeed, a few of the harmonics (at 4P, 8P, 14P, and 16P) arc t

actually increased relative to the mean wind spectrum. Also note that, whereas the background ,.

continuum excitation in Fig. 14 was about 6-7 decades below the f= 0 (average) component, in

Fig. 25 it is more like 7-8 decades below. All this suggests that when turbulcnce is intrcxluced into
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the simulation, the more linear a rotor's aer(xtynamic response, the more energy will be retained
by harmonics iii the load flucttmtions, and less in the broadband (i.e., random) background. Of
course, such a conclusion would need to be corroborated with experimental data. Though
imperceptible on a logarithmic scale, the turbulence also creates a slight increase in the f= 0 level;
this is another manifestation of the rise in average power mentioned above in connection with
l:ig. 22.

5.4 Case 4:8.9 m/see (20 mph), 30% Turbulence

•' Case 4 is identical to Case 3, except that the relative turbulence intensity is increased from 10%
to 30%. Hence the interference factors shown in Fig. 20 for Case 3 apply here as weil. The
increased turbulence is apparent in Fig. 26, which shows the steady-state (same as in Fig. 21) and
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Figure 26. Variations in Angle-of-Attack for Case 4

st(x:hastic variations in 0ts. Even on the downwind passage, where the mean wind produces zt
relatively constant crg, individual revolutions exhibit ':ignificant fluctuations at this intensity.
Figure 27 presents the mean-wind rotor torque vs. 0 (same as in Fig. 22), compared with the
ensemble-average of the st(x:hastic variations. This plot shows significantly greater deviations
t)ctween the two curves than was the case in Fig. 22 for 10% turbulence at the same mean wind
speed. On the other hand, the differences are not as great as they were in Fig. 16, which had the
same turbulence intensity but at a Inuch higher wind speed where the blades are stalled much t)l
the time. This suggests that the primary factor determining the divergence of these two curve:', is,q¢

the degree to which the acrcxlynamic response is nonlinear, which is mainly a function of mca_
• wind speed. Secondarily, increased turbulence intensity will cause the tw() to deviate more,

because it exacerbates whatever nonlinearities are present.
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Consistent with the previous cases, turbulence acts to reduce the peaks, and raise the valleys,
relative to a mean-wind-only calculation. In this case, it is evident that the valleys have been raised
more than the peaks have been lowered. This means that the area under the curve, and hence the
average output power, is increased by the presence of turbulence. Tltis influence of turbulence on
output power will be discussed at more length in the next section. The convergence of the
ensemble-averaged distribution is shown in Fig. 28. Again, there seems to be somewhat less scatter
in these data than was exhibited in Fig. 23, which is probably the result of the dashed curve in
Fig. 27 no longer passing through zero.

Figure 29 displays the instantaneous variations, which for this case are quite extreme. For
example, the peak loading during Revolution 10 exceeds the mean wind response by some 60-70%
at times. These fluctuations also appear more erratic than those in Fig. 24 for 10% turbulence, lt
should be noted that even though the loading magnitudes for Cases 3 and 4 (Figs. 24 and 29) are
well below those for Cases 1 and 2 (Figs. 13 and 18), the former may ultimately be responsible for
most of the blade fatigue dalnage. This is because fatigue is a cumulative phenomena, and a turbine
is likely to spend the great majority of its life in mcxterate winds; the mean wind of 20. '. m/see (45
mph) assumed for Cases 1 and 2 is getting near the point at which most turbines would be shut
down.

Finally, Fig. 30 compares the mean and ensemble-averaged rotor torque PSD. In contrast to
Fig. 25, here the only harmonics increased by turbulence are those at 4P, 10P, 12P, and 14P. The ,,,
increased turbulence intensity has also increased the broadband background in the ensemble-
averaged spectrum. The rise in the f= 0 level is greater than that in Fig. 25, reflecting the obvi()us ,,
increase in average torque level in Fig. 27.
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Figure 30. Mean and Ensemble-Averaged Rotor Torque PSD for Case 4

5.5 Effect of Turbulence on Average Oulpul Power

The increased area under the ensemble-averaged curve compmed to the mean wind curve in

Fig. 27 (and to a lesser extent in Fig. 22) means that the turbulence has the effect of increasing the
time-averaged torque, _, and hence P. The increase is about 15% for Case 4. But in Cases 1 and 2

the predicted effect was a decrease in power. Examination of the results shows the predicted ratio

of average power with turbulence, to the average power without turbulence in the same mean wind,

(P)/Po, for Cases 1-4 is 0.99, 0.92, 1.01, and 1.15, respectively. Turbulence apparently lowers the

output power at low tip speed ratio, and increases it at high tip speed ratio.

Classical View. This stands in contrast to the classical view that turbulence always acts to

increase output power, as based on the following argument (see e.g., de Vrics1381, §2.2). frEq. (76)

is rewritten with P as the unknown variable, and for simplicity we drop the subscript on V:

1
P -- 9t)V3AC/' ' (77)

the explicit dependr: :c of P on the third power of some characteristic velocity is displayed. If the

ambient wind is perfectly steady in time, there is no ambiguity. But with tttrbulcncc present,

V = (_/) + tr. If this is substituted i_i the above relation, and the resulting cubic exl_;.|ndctl, we get

I' -- l t)A('/,[ (V) _- 3u(V) 2 + 3(V)u 2 + u3 !2
If wc ensemble-average this expression, tim tenn proportional tc) u drops ()tit, since by dcfi_litio_

(u) = (). Similarly, if we make the reasonable approximation that the probability density functic)_
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for 1l is symnletric, i.e., positive and negative values are equally likely to occur, then the average
of tc_ is zero as weil. The result is

1

{P) = -spACpl{V) 3 + 3{V)(u2) ] .

Because we have assulned that the turbulence statistics are stationary in time, the ensemble-

,, averages are equivalent to time-averages, (V) = V, and (/A 2) = /7. Hence, this analysis predicts that
tile ratio (P)/Po will be of the form:

(y 2

" (I") - 1+3(u) (78)
P0

The second tem1 is always positive, and hence leads to the conclusion that turbulence always

increases output power. Simply stated, in a turbulent flow the average of the wind speed cubed is

greater than the cube of the average wind speed; hence the available energy flux will increase,

leading to an increase in output power, provided Cp is independent of K

Posiulate. To ascertain the degree to which Cp depends on V, the model was run at fl = 37.5

rpm, with the turbulence simulation turned off, for one hundred equally-spaced values of V_f,
corresponding approximately to 2 < X < 11. Figure 31 shows the resulting steady-state performance
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Figure 31. Steady-State Perfom_ance Curve for Constant

! curve of Ct, vs. V_q. lt is evident that Ce is strongly dependent on V_q, with a well-defined peak at
V' (in this case - 10 m/see (32 fps)), trailing off sharply to either side. As one moves away from

" the naaximum for V_q > V*, the blades get progressively deeper into stall, resulting in a loss of
aerodynamic efficiency, with Ct, --> O. Going in the other direction Veq < V*, the angle-of-attack
ects ever smaller and C,, decreases beca_Jse ttw. I,/D ralin of lhe hlade_ i,_ rm'.,rc.,_,_ivelv 1,.vv

i

_
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favorable. If the curve had been continued until Veq ---)0, the lift would vanish altogether, leaving
a finite drag that must be overcome to turn the rotor; hence Cp would actually go negative. The
shape of this curve is typical of constant rpm operation, even for HAWT designs, though the details
will vary depending on the particular configuration.

lt is postulated that changes in the ambient wind created by turbulence can be viewed
parametrically as movements back and forth along a curve such as this. The operating points ,
corresponding to the four stochastic cases discussed earlier are indicated in Fig 31. Cases 1 and 2
lie well to the fight of the maximum. Though turbulence increases the available energy at some
instants, this is more than offset by the decline in Cp. Conversely, during those instants when tile
wind is down, Ct, will rise, but not enough to compensate for the reduced energy available. The net
result is a decline in average power with increasing turbulence intensity, albeit a weak one. Cases
3 and 4 lie very near the maximum; in this vicinity Ct, is much less sensitive to changes in the wind.
Here the turbine can take advantage of the added energy available during high wind periods
without stalling. This more than makes up for the reduced output during low wind gusts. The net
result is an increase in average power out with increasing turbulence intensity.

Anal.ysis. The question remaining is whether such heuristic reasoning can be incorporated into
an analytical prediction analogous to Eq. (78). Let us start again from Eq. (77), and this time
expand the right-hand side in a Taylor series about the nominal operating point (_,_ =V:

1 Id(V3Cp) l - lld2(V3Cp) I -= (g- V) + ._ V2 (V- V) 2P _pa { V3Cp (_/) + dV o d o

1 _+ -_ dV 3 ( V- V) 3 + ... O ( V- V) 4 }0

where [...]0 indicates a quantity evaluated at V = V. Now (V. V) = u, so upon averaging this
expression, the second and fourth terms on the right will vanish for the same reasons cited before.
After some manipulation, we are left with:

(P)- 1+ 1 i d2(V3Cp) Ou 2
Po 2VCt, (V) L dV 2 (-V) '()

where terms of O(oJV) 4 have been neglected, lt seems natural to define a turbine's power
sensitivity to turbulence, St, as the ratio of the relative change in output power to the square of the
relative turbulence intensity, i.e.,

(P) 1
P0

S t - (79)
O 2

U

(g)

Thus, positive and negative values of St correspond, respectively, to an increase or decrease in
output power. The classical result, Eq. (78), thus predicts S_= 3, while the above analysis suggests I

(W3Cp)

[-d2 3 + 3 1C/; -d-_'- + 2 _'Ct' d V2 0

1
St = ................. (80)
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We see that the only differences lie in those terms which recognize the variation of Cp with V. The
important thing to keep in mind regarding this result is that the only information required to
evaluate it is a steady-state performance curve, such as that shown in Fig. 31. No stochastic
simulations are involved.

The same data used to plot Fig. 31 arc replotted in Fig. 32 as the open circles, to emphasize their
, discrete nature. As a first attempt to evaluate Eq. (80), finite-differences were applied directly to

the raw data, which proved unsatisfactory. Any such discrete data, whether generated numerically

,_ or through measurement, inevitably contain errors which are amplified through differentiation.
Even though the raw data in the present case were smoothly varying, the first derivative showed
moderate contamination by noise; in the second derivative, "hash" was so prevalent as to render it
meaningless. In addition, significantly different results were obtained depending on whether one

chose to use centered, backward, or forward differences, and whether they were first- or second-
order, etc. This prevented placing much confidence in the results.

In an attempt to avoid differencing the raw data, the next try consisted of fitting the Ce vs. V_q
data exactly, using splines of various orders. The spline fit was then used to analytically evaluate
the needed derivatives. The results of this exercise were not much better.

The fact that the errors causing the noise were random suggested that a better approach might
" be to not fit the raw data exactly, but only in an approximate sense. The additional degrees of

freedom accorded by not having to pass right through the data can be used to guarantee continuity
., of higher-order derivatives, which is what we desire. Accordingly, tl_eunconstrained least-squares

spline routine EFC from the SLATEC Library (Ref. 1391)was used to fit the data; this gave a much
more satisfactory result. The smoothest results were obtained by fitting a 5th order spline
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(polynomials of degree 4), and enforcing continuity at 11 equally-spaced "knots" over the data
interval, including the two endpoints. This is shown as the solid curve irl Fig. 32. lt is clear that
even though the data were only fit in a least-squares sense, the naked eye could not differentiate
this from an exact fit. Also shown are two curves representing 10 x Cp' and 1() x Ct,", respectively,
as determined from the spline fit. (Note that different scale factors have been applied to the various
curves ira Fig. 32 to enable a common ordinate to be used for all.) These were used to evaluate S,
from Eq. (80); the resuh, multiplied by 10 e, is displayed as the dashed line in Fig. 32. The classical '
result, St = 3, is shown for comparison as a dotted line.

St from Eq. (80) shows considerablc deviation from the classical result. Below - 25 fps, it is
positive and greater than the classical result. Between 25 and 40 fps, St falls below the classical
result, but remains positive. From 40 to about 65 fps S, becomes negative, indicating a decrease in
output power due to turbulence. For V_q> 70 fps the curve begins to oscillate; in retrospect, this is
not surprising. As Fig. 32 plainly shows, not only Ce, but also Ce' and Ce", asymptote toward zero.
As Ce' and Ce" become negligible, Eq. (80) shows that St ---->3, the classical result. The oscillations,
which appear to have a mean value very near 3, are an artifact introduced by the random noise in
the data. Thus, the "true" curve of S, vs. Veqwould probably coincide with that shown in the figure
below 60-70 fps, and then asymptote into the classical result.

An:llvsis vs. Sh)chastic Simulalions. Finally, comparisons were made between the changes in
ot_tput power as predicted by this approximate analysis and the stochastic simulations discussed in
Sections 5.1-5.4. These are summarized in Table I below for the four cases presented thus far, plus

Table 1. Predicted Changes in Output Power Produced by Turbulence
(Numerical values represent (P)/Po)

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Veq= 65.57fps Veq = 65.57fps Veq = 29.08fps Veq = 29.08fps Veq= 54.48 fps Veq = 54.48fps
10%Turb. 30%Turb. 10%Turb. 30%Turb. 10%Turb. 30%Turb.

Siochastic ...........
Simulation 0.994 0.915 1.009 1.152 0.977 0.862

1,,, ,,, _ , ,

Eqs. (79)-(80) 1.(X)4 1.035 1.019 1.172 0.941 0.465

two additional cases introduced for reasons to be discussed shortly. Note that the mean wind speeds

quoted here are in terms of Veq, rather than V,ef, to allow easier correlation with Fig. 32. The first
row of figures are the values of (P)/Po predicted by the stochastic simulations; the second row are
those predicted by Eqs. (79)-(80). The agreement for Cases 1 and 2 is not very g{×)d--the
numerical model predicts a decrease in power, while the approximate formula predicts a slight
increase. In hindsight, Cases 1 and 2 are perhaps t(x) severe a test of such an analysis because they
lie practically at the point where S, makes its second pass through zero (Fig. 32). Small errors in
the numerical data could cause the location of this zero to shift slightly. In fact, in the earlier ,,
version of the code which assumed the a,,,awere independent of 0, a similar comparison exhibited
a negative (though very small) St, and hence values of (P)/Po < 1. The approximate formula does ii,.

a much better job for Cases 3 and 4, for which its predictions are within a few percent of thc
simulations at both turbulence levels. Cases 5 and 6, which are not discussed in any detail here,
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were run to assess the ability of the formula to mimic a falloffin power well away from any zeroes
of S,. The wind speed was chosen to be near the minimum S_ in Fig. 32. The simulations and the
simple analysis exhibit qualitative agreement in that both predict declines in output power, but the
latter significantly overestimates the magnitude of the change.

Perhaps good quantitative agreement is too much to expect from such an analysis. After all, it
, totally neglects the effects of fluctuations in v, lateral variations in u and v, and other details

included in the st(ychastic simulations. Als(), treating turbulence as a small perturbation of the mean
wind, as implied by the Taylor series expansion leading to Eqs. (79)-(80), may not be justified at

'_ intensities of 30%. Including temls of O(_,/F) 4 could conceivably improve the agreement, but in
light of the approximations in both the simulations and the simple analysis, this is doubtful. The
analysis serves mainly as a reminder that it may be an oversimplification to assume that turbulence
will always increase output power. The possibility that power could either increase or decrease
depending on the operating conditions was anticipated earlier by Hansen[40], though no
experimental or numerical evidence was cited. Interestingly, the present results also parallel those
of Swift and Kirkland[41] in their study of turbulence effects on HAWT designs. Whether such an
effect can be measured in the field remains to be seen; to the author's knowledge, quantitative data
on the effects of turbulence on output power have never been published. This point is raised again
in Section 6 in connection with suggested future work,

5.6 Run Times

Running on a VAX 8820, Cases 1, 2, 5 and 6 each consumed approximately 145-160 rain of
CPU time. Cases 3 and 4 took approximately 120 - 130 rain. This difference is attributed primarily
to the fact that the first group was for conditions where the blades are stalled, and more
interpolations are required to evaluate the Gormont dynamic stall model, as compared to when the
blades are operating on the linear portion of their characteristics. Of the total time, only .-. 10-12
sec is consumed by the mean wind (steady-state) response calculation, including the iterations for
the a,,a. For the stochastic response, run time varies nearly linearly with the number of node points
at which loads are requested times the total number of time steps. Hence, a more meaningful
performance figure is CPU time/(node point - time step), which is in the range (1.0- 1.3) x 10.3 sec.
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6 CONCLUSIONS & SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

This report has described the theory underlying the VAWT Stcx:hastic Acrcxiynamic l.x_ads
(VAWT-SAL) computer code, whose purpose is to numerically simulate the random loads created
by atmospheric turbulence. The code employs a Double-Multiple-StreamTube (DMST) analysis,
which is a combination of actuator-disc and blade element theories, for predicting the rotor's
aerodynamic response. The analysis includes the effects of Reynolds number variations, different ,
airfoil sections and chord lengths along the blade span, and an empirical model for dynamic stall

effects. The mean ambient wind is assumed to have a shear profile which is described by either a ,
power law or a logarithmic variation with height above ground. Superimposed on this is a full 3-D
field of turbulence: i.e., in addition to random fluctuations in time, the turbulence is allowed to vary
randomly in planes perpendicular to the mean wind. The influence of flow retardation on the
convection of turbulence through the turbine is also m_xteled. Illustrative calculations are presented
for the VAWT 34-m Test Bed currently in operation at Bushland, Texas.

Though the model's quantitative predictions remain to be validated by comparison with
experimental data, the following qualitative conclusions have been drawn:

•The effects of turbulence do not "average out to zero". The ensemble-averaged load
distributions vs. 0 do not coincide with the periodic variations produced by a steady mean
wind. This is the result of aerodynamic nonlinearities. Hence, deviations of predicted steady-
state performance from measured data should not necessarily be ascribed to deficiencies in
the aerodynamic model. For a meaningful comparison, the predicted loads should account for
the presence of turbulence.

•The ensemble-averaged load distributions tend to be smoother than a steady-state analysis
would predict_the peaks are lower, and the valleys higher. However, the instantaneous load-
time histories, which are responsible for blade fatigue, exhibit significant high-amplitude,
high-frequency excursions about the ensemble-average.

•Turbulence introduces broadband excitation in the loading power spectral density (PSD)
between the "per rev" frequencies (B_ and its harmonics). At low tip-speed ratios, turbulence
acts to reduce the excitation at the per rev frequencies. At moderate to high tip-speed ratios,
some of the higher harmonics are reduced, while others are increased.

•The effects noted above become more pronounced as turbulence intensity increases.

•An unexpected finding is that for low tip-speed ratios (high winds), output power decreases
slightly with increasing turbulence intensity, while for tip-speed ratios near the maximum Ct,
(low to moderate winds), power increases as the turbulence level is raised. A heuristic analysis
has been developed that explains these seemingly contradictory results in a qualitative sense.
Whether such behavior truly reflects the real world remains to be seen.

The above conclusions are tempered somewhat by the uncertainty associated with use of the
Gormont stall model[16], which is felt to be the weakest link in the present analysis. As noted
earlier, Gregorek and Hoffman[18] have carried out extensive investigations of the unsteady
characteristics of VAWT-type airfoil sections. Work is underway on compiling and analyzing this
data; it is hoped this will lead to a better understanding of the basic fluid mechanics involved, and
suggest means for improving the fidelity of empirical models such as Gormont's for use in
practical design codes.
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There is a need for experimental data against which stochastic simulations such as those
presented here may be quantitatively compared. Such comparisons would require simultaneous
measurements of turbulence properties and, at the very least, rotor torque, preferably azimuthally
resolved. Ideally, measurements of the local aerodynamic loads at several representative spanwise
stations would be performed as weil. To be meaningful, data should be averaged over a time
interval several times the period of the lowest energy-bearing frequencies in the turbulence. The
mean wind, turbulence intensity and PSD would ali need to be constant for the duration of the
measurements. Such conditions would be difficult if not impossible to achieve in the field, where

,/ the experimenter has little control over the vagaries of the weather. Perhaps a sub-scale wind tunnel
investigation is the best hope of obtaining data useful for validating models such as that presented
here.

The reader is reminded that we have chosen to focus on the fluid dynamic aspects of the
problem. Accordingly, the integrated rotor torque was examined as a global indicator of the
influence of turbulence on VAWT aerodynamics. Fatigue predictions require attention to the local
loads, and their distribution in space as well as time (frequency). Though these are predicted by the
present simulation as weil, a detailed discussion of the influence of turbulence on blade fatigue is
beyond the scope of this report. More comprehensive simulations, which allow the predicted loads
of this model to serve as input to structural analyses of the turbine, are currently being developed.
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